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Committee:  
Development 
Committee 
 

Date:  
28 September 2016 

Classification:  
Unrestricted 
 

Agenda Item No: 
 

Report of:  
Corporate Director of Development & Renewal 
 
Case Officer: Kamlesh Harris 
 

Title: Planning Application for Decision 
 
Ref No: PA/15/03561 
 
Ward: St Katharine‟s and Wapping 

 
 
1.0         APPLICATION DETAILS 

 
Location: Site at 14 to 16 Clegg Street, 13 to 15 Cinnamon Street and 125 to 129 

Wapping High Street, London E1W 
 

Existing Use: Partly vacant, one car repair workshop and one residential unit 
 

 Proposal: Partial demolition of the existing buildings and redevelopment of all 
three sites to create 41 residential units and a retail unit along Wapping 
High Street, together with associated hard and soft landscaping works 
and the provision of cycle parking across all three sites. Site A would 
contain the majority of the units, with 27 flats; Site B would contain 10 
and Site C, the 4 town houses. 

 
Drawing Numbers:  
 
(01)-E-001 PL00, (02)-E-001 PL05, (03)-E-001 PL00,  (03)-E-002 PL00,  (03)-E-A-001 
PL01,  (03)-E-A-002 PL00, (03)-E-A-003 PL00, (03)-E-B-001 PL00, (03)-E-C-001 PL02; 
 
(01)-P-0G0 PL00, (01)-P-001 PL00, (01)-P-002 PL00, (02)-P-001 PL04, (02)-P-002 
PL00, (03)-P-0G0 PL05, (03)-P-001 PL05,  (03)-P-002 PL03, (03)-P-003 PL00, (03)-P-
004 PL00, (03)-P-005 PL00, (03)-P-A-B-000 PL00, (03)-P-A-000 PL00, (03)-P-A-001 
PL00, (03)-P-A-002 PL00,  (03)-P-A-003 PL00, (03)-P-A-004 PL00,  (03)-P-A-005 PL00, 
(03)-P-B-000 PL01, (03)-P-B-001 PL00, (03)-P-C-000 PL05, (03)-P-C-001 PL00,  (03)-P-
D-01 PL00, (03)-P-D-02 PL00, (03)-P-D-03 PL00, (03)-P-D-04 PL00, (03)-P-D-05 PL00,  
(03)-P-D-06 PL00 and (03)-P-D-07 PL00;      
       
(01)-S-000 PL00, (01)-S-001 PL00, (01)-S-A-005 PL00, (01)-S-A-006 PL00, (02)-S-A-
005 PL00, (02)-S-A-006 PL00, (03)-S-A-001 PL00 and (03)-S-B-001 PL00.                       
      
Supporting Documents:  
 

 Design and Access Statement 

 Planning Statement 

 Affordable Housing Statement 

 Financial Viability Assessment 

 Heritage and Townscape Assessment 

 Archaeological Desk Based Assessment 

 Air Quality Assessment 

 Daylight and Sunlight Assessment 

 Noise and Vibration Assessment 

 Land Contamination Assessment 

 Energy Statement 
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 Sustainability Statement 

 Transport Statement 

 Flood Risk Assessment 

 Construction Environmental and Waste Management Plan 

 Construction Management Plan 

 Statement of Community Involvement 

 Utilities Infrastructure 

 SUDs Briefing Note 

 Ecological Appraisal 
      
Applicant: Rail for London and Wapping High Street Limited 
 
Owner: The applicant 
 
Historic listing: Not applicable 
 
Conservation: Wapping Wall Conservation Areas (in part) 

 
 
2.0      EXECUTIVE SUMMARY 
 
2.1      Owner/occupiers of 258 neighbouring properties were consulted on the scheme.  Twelve 

individual objection letters were received and a petition of 56 signatures was also 
received, objecting to the scheme and raising concerns surrounding loss of daylight and 
sunlight, loss of privacy, overlooking, overshadowing and the cumulative impacts of the 
scale of development in the area on infrastructure. 

 
2.2 Officers have considered the particular circumstances of this application against the 

adopted policies in the London Plan (MALP 2016), Tower Hamlets Core Strategy 2010, 
the Council‟s Managing Development Document 2013, the National Planning Policy 
Framework (NPPF), and National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG), and have found 
that: 

 
2.3 Sufficient evidence has been provided to justify the loss of employment floor space in 

this instance, in accordance with the requirements of Policy DM15 (1) of the Managing 
Development DPD (2013) These policies seek to resist the loss of employment floor 
space in the Borough unless it can be demonstrated that the floor space in question is 
unsuitable for continued employment use or is surplus to requirements. 

 
2.4 The proposed delivery of 41 new residential dwellings accords with the objectives of 

Policy SP02(1) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010), policy DM3 of the MDD 
and Policy 3.3 of the London Plan (MALP 2016), which support the delivery of new 
housing in the Borough in line with the housing targets set out in the London Plan. 

 
2.5 The proposed development would provide 37% affordable housing by habitable room, in 

accordance with Policy SP02 (3) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) and 
policy DM3 of the MDD. These policies seek to maximise the delivery of affordable 
housing in line with the Council‟s target of 50% affordable housing provision, with a 
minimum provision of 35%. 

 
2.6 The proposed development provides a mix of unit sizes, including a high proportion of 1 

and 2 bed market units, as well as a high proportion of family sized (3 bed+) affordable 
units, which responds well to the identified housing need in the Borough. The proposal 
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therefore accords with Policy SP02 (5) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010), 
and Policy DM3 (7) of the MDD 2013 and Policy 3.8 if the London Plan (MALP 2016) 

 
2.7 The proposed room sizes and layouts have been assessed against the standards set out 

in the London Plan (MALP 2016) Housing Design Guide and are considered to be 
acceptable. As such, the proposal accords with the requirements of Policy 3.5 of the 
London Plan (MALP 2016) and Policy DM4 (1) of the MDD 2013. The policies require 
residential developments to include adequate internal space in order to function 
effectively. 

 
2.8 The proposal would incorporate good design principles and would take into account and 

respect the local character and setting of the development site and its surroundings in 
terms of scale, height, bulk, design details, materials and external finishes. The proposal 
therefore accords with the requirements of Policy SP10 (4) of the Council‟s adopted 
Core Strategy (2010), Policy DM24 of the MDD (2013) and Policy 7.4 of the London Plan 
(MALP 2016). 

 
2.9 The proposed building has been sensitively designed within the context of the historic 

built form and public realm and would preserve and enhance the character and 
appearance of the Wapping Wall Conservation Area. The proposal therefore would 
accord with Policy SP10 (2) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010), Policy DM27 
of the MDD (2013) and Policy 7.8 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) together with 
government guidance as set out in Section 12 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012). These policies and government guidance seek to ensure that 
development proposals are sympathetic to their historic surroundings and either 
preserve or enhance the character and appearance of the Borough‟s Conservation 
Areas. 

 
2.10 Given the poor condition and dilapidated appearance of the existing buildings and the 

high quality architectural design of the proposed replacement buildings, it is considered 
that the demolition of the existing buildings would accord with the requirements of Policy 
DM27 (3) of the MDD (2013). It is also considered that the replacement buildings would 
sit comfortably within the context of the surrounding built form and public realm and 
would protect the setting of nearby heritage assets. This policy seeks to ensure that the 
heritage assets and character of the Borough‟s Conservation Areas are not harmed by 
inappropriate demolition of building. 

 
2.11 The scheme does present some significant challenges in respect of daylight and 

sunlight.  However, these need to be considered in the context of the site and the historic 
Wapping area and in particular the degree of impact any developments on these three 
separate land parcels would cause to the surrounding area. Subject to conditions, it is 
considered that the development would not have an unacceptable impact on the amenity 
of adjoining residents in terms of daylight/sunlight impacts, sense of enclosure, privacy, 
overlooking, noise, and construction impacts. The proposal would be in accordance with 
Policy SP10 (4) of the adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM25 of the MDD 
(2013). These policies require development to protect the amenity of surrounding 
existing and future residents and building occupants, as well as protect the amenity of 
the surrounding public realm. 

 
2.12 The proposal would include an adequate provision of private, child and communal 

amenity spaces in accordance with Policy SP02 (6d) of the Council‟s adopted Core 
Strategy (2010) and Policy DM4 of the MDD (2013). These policies seek to ensure that 
amenity spaces are well located, well designed and functional and provide opportunities 
for residents to lead healthy and active lifestyles. 
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2.13 Subject to appropriately worded conditions, transport matters, including car and cycle 
parking, access and servicing arrangements are considered to be acceptable. It is also 
considered that the on-street servicing arrangements for the commercial unit are 
adequate and would not significantly impact on the capacity or safety or the road 
network, which accords with the requirements of Policy SP09 (3) of the Council‟s 
adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM20(2) of the MDD (2013). 

 
2.14 A suitable strategy for minimising carbon dioxide emissions from the development has 

been proposed.  Landscaping and biodiversity features are also proposed which seek to 
ensure the development is environmentally sustainable.    

 
 
3.0 RECOMMENDATION 
 
3.1 That the Committee resolve to GRANT full planning permission subject to: 
 

- Any direction by the London Mayor. 
 
- The prior completion of a legal agreement to secure the following planning 

obligations: 
 
3.2 Financial contributions: 
 

a) £19,464 construction phase employment training 
 
b) £832 end-user phase employment training 
 
c) £12,600 carbon off-setting 

d) £10,000 towards the cost of three disabled on street car parking spaces 
 
d) Monitoring fee of £3,500 (equivalent to £500 per each substantial Head of Terms)  

 
 Total financial contribution: £46,396 including monitoring contribution. 
 
3.3 Non-financial contributions: 
 

a) On-site affordable rented housing consisting of 2 x one bedroom, 4 x two bedroom 
and 5 x three bedroom units at Borough Framework Levels inclusive of service 
charges (including 2 two bed wheelchair units) 

  
b) 1 x one bedroom and 2 x three bedroom intermediate units 

 
c) Annual income for social and intermediate housing to be capped 

 
d) Access to employment 

 - 20% local procurement 
 - 20% local labour in construction 

 
e) 6 apprenticeships delivered during the construction phase 

 
f) Car Parking Permit Free  

 
g) Compliance with the Code of Construction Practice 
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3.4 Any other planning obligation(s) considered necessary by the Corporate Director 
Development & Renewal 

 
3.5 That the Corporate Director Development & Renewal is delegated power to negotiate the 

legal agreement indicated above acting within delegated authority. If within three months 
of the resolution the legal agreement has not been completed, the Corporate Director 
Development & Renewal is delegated power to refuse planning permission. 

 
3.6 That the Corporate Director Development & Renewal is delegated power to impose 

conditions and informative on the planning permission to secure the following matters: 
 
3.7 Conditions 
 

Compliance 
 

1) Compliance with plans 
2) 3 year time limit for implementation 
3) External play space area on Site B to be maintained and actively managed for life 

of the development 
4) Six weeks‟ notice to Rail for London/TfL before any works commence 
5) No interference or conflict with radio communications for Rail for London/railway 

safety  
6) Clear access to ventilation shaft and emergency exits for Rail for London 
7) Enlarged public footpath to be maintained in perpetuity 
 
Pre commencement  
 
8) Demolition strategy/plan 
9) Design and construction methodology for foundations 
10) Radio impact survey for Rail for London 
11) Excavation Management Plan (Rail for London) 
12) Details of and a method statement for all machinery (Rail for London) 
13) Details of CFD analysis or Fire Safety Report (Rail for London) 
14) Land contamination 
15) Archaeology - written scheme of investigation  
16) Health and Safety Plan and measures for Rail for London 
17) Full details of demolition works including design and methodology (Rail for 

London) 
 
Pre-commencement (other than demolition of the existing buildings)   
 
18) Construction, Logistics and Environmental Management Plan (in consultation with 

Rail for London) including crane/lifting Management plan, scaffolding, 
consideration for river transport of materials/waste, statement of compliance with 
the new GLA NRMM Low Emission Zone and Air Quality  

19) Detailed drainage system and its maintenance 
20) Details showing measures to reduce surface water run off    
21) Details of cycle stand and storage areas 
22) Impact on water supply infrastructure   
23) Piling method statement  
24) Energy/centralised heating system 
25) Flood mitigation measures and AOD levels 
26) Detailed drawings and samples of all external materials 
27) Details of all windows and doors for all 3 sites including acoustic details for Site A 
28) Details of balconies and any privacy screens on all three sites 
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29) Full details of noise and vibration mitigation measures for buildings on Site A  
 
Pre- 3rd floor slab level 
 
30) Landscaping and public realm including details of: 

a. Soft landscaping 
b. Biodiversity improvement measures  
c. Details of roof top based solar panels and capacity for scheme to allow 

future connection to a district heating network   
d. Hard landscaping  
e. Visitor cycle parking 
 

31) Wheelchair accessible units 
32) Highways S278 Agreement 
 
Prior to Occupation  
 
33) Secured by Design accreditation  
34) Transport Management Plan/Travel Plan including river bus use 
35) Delivery & Servicing Plan (including a Waste Management Strategy)  
36) Enlarged pavement on Site C must be laid out and completed 
37) Child play space and communal roof terrace to be provided prior to occupation and 

retained for use by all residents on Sites B and C. 
 

3.8   Informative 
 
a) Thames Water 
b) Development to be read in conjunction with S106 
c) The developer should enter into a S278 agreements for works to the highway 
d) The developer should contact the Council‟s Building Control Section 
 

3.9 Any other condition(s) and/or informative as considered necessary by the Corporate 
Director for Development & Renewal. 

 
 

4.0 LOCATION DETAILS and PROPOSAL  
 
  Site and Surroundings  
 
4.1 The application site lies in the Wapping area, within the Ward of St Katharine‟s and 

Wapping and consists of three land parcels currently known as 125-129 Wapping High 
Street, 13-15 Cinnamon Street and 14-16 Clegg Street, as shown in the map below.  
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Figure 1: Site Location – boundaries of Sites A, B and C 

 
4.2 The three sites would cover a total area of approximately 2200sq.m and would be 

referred to as the application site and developed under one proposal (to deliver housing 
and a small retail unit). However, as there are three different site boundaries, these 
would be addressed, where relevant, as stand-alone sites. From this point on, the sites 
would be described as Sites A, B and C. 
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Figure 2: The three land parcels 

  
Site A – 125-129 Wapping High Street 

 
4.3 Site A, the largest of the three sites, is located between Wapping High Street to the 

south and Cinnamon Street to the north, with a small section on Clave Street. To the 
south-west, the site lies directly adjacent to Falconet Court and similarly to the south-
east, it is bounded partly by Baltic Court which lies along Clave Street. Wapping Station 
lies further south of this site. This site falls within the Wapping Wall Conservation Area. 

 
4.4 The buildings on Site A are mostly derelict and unoccupied. Much of the site, formerly a 

19th century warehouse, has been lost following the construction of the emergency exits 
for Wapping Station. The Overground line runs in a tunnel under the three sites, 
connecting Wapping Station to Shadwell. Furthermore, a large ventilation shaft and two 
fire escapes from Wapping Station are located on this site and these would be retained 
within this proposal. These structures face onto Cinnamon Street.  

 
4.5 The frontage of the building (facing Wapping High Street) would also be retained.  
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Figure 3: Site A – retained frontage on Wapping High Street 

 
4.6 This elevation is formed of two gable end buildings, with a five bay wider section 

comprising 4 arched windows and 1 arched door; the smaller section is a two bay unit 
with square windows. Other remaining structures are to the south (rear) of the site and 
are in a poor state of repair.  

 
Site B – 13-15 Cinnamon Street 

 
4.7 This is a corner warehouse site on Cinnamon Street with a side return onto Clegg Street 

on the west, described as 13-15 Cinnamon Street. This site sits opposite Site C which is 
on the east side of Clegg Street. Site B has equal frontages on both these streets and 
historically has an entrance on both Cinnamon and Clegg Streets.   

 
4.8 Site B is the only site not within the conservation area but is still within its immediate 

setting. The building on site is a part one and part two storey building which is currently 
being used as a garage. Site B also adjoins Ross House to the west and Tasman House 
to the north.  

 
 Site C – 14-16 Clegg Street 
 
4.9 Site C is the smallest site of the group and sits within the Wapping Wall Conservation 

Area. The site is rectangular in shape and shares a corner location on Cinnamon Street 
with Clegg Street. Its main and longest frontage is along Clegg Street and is hence 
described as 14-16 Clegg Street. To the east of Site C is the row of three storey terrace 
houses, 18 – 34 Cinnamon Street. 

 
4.10 There is only one building on site which is which is a single storey warehouse which is 

abutted by a two storey block to the northern end. The northern end building has been 
used as a residential unit but the main part of the single storey element has been a 
motor repairs garage. To the north the site overlooks a children‟s playground. 
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4.11 Between Site C and the houses on Cinnamon Street is a retained party wall which is in a 
very dilapidated state. This wall is at low level (approximately single storey level) from 
Cinnamon Street and rises up to a high two storey towards the end of the site. The wall 
also forms part of the rear boundary wall of 18 Cinnamon Street. 

 
4.12 In general terms and in the historic environment, the three sites, the subject of this 

application are located close to each other and are within or surrounded by conservation 
areas. However, there are no statutory listed buildings within or in close proximity of the 
sites. The closest Grade II listed buildings to the west and south west are along Wapping 
Lane and to the east is Prusom Island. It is worth noting though that The Thames Tunnel 
which runs under Sites A and B is Grade II* listed and the tunnel entrance at Wapping 
Station is Grade II listed. 

 

 
Figure 4: The historic environment 

   
4.13 The site does not have any specific policy designations and is located within a 

predominantly residential area. Surrounding building heights vary from three storeys to 
seven storeys. The immediate buildings to Site A is Falconet Court at 4 storey high; Site 
B is flanked by Ross House at 5 storeys and Tasman House also at 5 storeys. Site C sits 
alongside a three storey terrace block and the building opposite, 2-12 Clave Street is 
also 3 storeys high.  

 
4.14 The site has a fairly good accessibility to public transport even though the PTAL is only 3 

(in the ranges 1 to 6 where 1 is low and 6 is excellent). However, Wapping Station is 
approximately 15m from Site A and 65m from Sites B and C. The area is also served by 
several bus routes connecting to the rest of the borough and further west towards the 
City. 

 
4.15 In terms of constraints, the application site falls within a Flood Risk Zone and an 

Archaeological Priority Area. The application site may also be within a potential 
contamination risk area. 
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 Proposal  
 
4.16 The proposal is for a residential led development consisting of 41 new units set over the 

three sites, in three individual buildings, ranging from three to five storeys. A small retail 
unit (47sqm) is also proposed within Site A, along Wapping High Street. The application 
proposal would involve the partial demolition of the buildings on Site A and the total 
demolition of all buildings and structures on Sites B and C. 

 

 
                Figure 5:  CGI of proposal (view along Cinnamon Street looking west - showing 

new buildings on the 3 sites) 
 

4.17 The proposal would consist of the retention of the façade to the Wapping High Street 
building and the addition of a five storey perimeter building with a central courtyard. This 
building (Block A) would provide 27 new flats all within the market sale tenure. Site A 
would consist of 8 one bed, 14 two bed and 5 three bed units. 12 units within this block 
would be duplexes and triplexes and the remaining 15 would be flats. The central 
courtyard would be given to private communal amenity space (382sqm). 

 
4.18 Site B would deliver 7 units within the affordable rented tenure and 3 units in the  

intermediate tenure and would consist of 3 x one bed, 4 x two bed and 3 x three bed 
within a five storey building, with a setback from second to fourth floors on the north 
eastern elevation. A further setback has been designed on the north-west corner of the 
building adjacent to Ross House. Site B would also provide a communal play area on the 
corner of Cinnamon and Clegg Street at ground level and a large private terrace 
overlooking Clegg Street at second floor level.  A further play area would be provided on 
the fourth floor above the communal terrace overlooking Clegg Street. 

 
4.19 The smallest parcel of land at Site C would be a three storey building (Block C) 

consisting of 4 terraced three bedroom town houses. These houses would be in the 
affordable rented tenure.  

 
4.20 Each block would be self-contained with their own entrances, residential lobby spaces, 

cycle storage areas and a waste and recycling room together with a plant room, serving 
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the residential units. With regards to Block A, a separate entrance is being created for 
the retail unit together with its associated refuse requirements. Also for Block A, 9 of the 
residential units would be independently accessed from a central courtyard. Three more 
units (three bed units) would be accessed directly from street level from Clave Street. 
The upper levels of Blocks A and B would be served by two lifts. 

 

 
Figure 6: Proposed ground floor plan of all three blocks 

 
4.21 The scheme would provide four wheelchair adaptable or accessible units (10%).  2 two 

bed flats on the first floor of Block A and 2 two bed on the ground floor of Block B. The 
scheme would provide no on-site car parking spaces. 

 
 
  
5.0 RELEVANT PLANNING HISTORY 
  
5.1 On 13 June 2008, applications for Full Planning Permission and Conservation Area 

Consent were withdrawn for the „Demolition of buildings to enable redevelopment of site 
by erection of buildings from three to five storeys (22.85metres) to provide five houses 
and 58 flats with 170sqm retail floor space, under planning application references 
PA/07/03149 and PA/07/03150.   

 
5.2 On 11th April 2008, Full Planning Permission and Conservation Area Consent were 

granted for the „Demolition of building and development to provide secondary means of 
escape from Wapping Station, including erection of a wall along the street frontages: all 
required as part of the East London Line Project‟ under planning application references 
PA/08/00197 and PA/08/00200.   
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5.3 On 03 June 2015, an application for Full Planning Permission was withdrawn for the 
“Site A (125- 129 Wapping High Street): Partial demolition of the existing structures, 
retention of the front facade fronting Wapping High Street. Redevelopment of the site to 
provide buildings ranging 2-4 storeys in height comprising a retail unit (Use class A1) 
fronting Wapping High Street and 27 residential units (Use class C3). Site B (13-15 
Cinnamon Street): Demolition of existing building on site. Redevelopment of site to 
create a new building ranging from 2-5 storeys in height comprising 11 residential units. 
Site C (14-16 Clegg Street): Demolition of existing building on site. Redevelopment to 
provide 4 town houses that would be 2-storeys in height. Sites A, B and C would create 
a total of 42 residential units including 1, 2 and 3 bedroom sized units”, under planning 
reference PA/14/03062. 

 
5.4 On 11 November 2015, an application for Full Planning Permission was withdrawn for 

“Site A (125- 129 Wapping High Street): Partial demolition of the existing structures, 
retention of the front facade fronting Wapping High Street. Redevelopment of the site to 
provide buildings ranging 2-5 storeys in height comprising a retail unit (Use class A1) 
fronting Wapping High Street and 27 residential units (Use class C3). Site B (13-15 
Cinnamon Street): Demolition of existing building on site. Redevelopment of site to 
create a new building ranging from 2-5 storeys in height comprising 10 residential units.  
Site C (14-16 Clegg Street): Demolition of existing building on site. Redevelopment to 
provide 4 town houses that would be 3-storeys* in height. Sites A, B and C would create 
a total of 41 residential units including 1, 2 and 3 bedroom sized units” under planning 
reference PA/15/02440. 
 
125-129 Wapping High Street 
 

5.5 On 28 April 2006, full planning permission was granted for the change of use of 
warehouse to provide secondary means of escape from Wapping Station plus the 
removal of part roof and the creation of a raised pavement with bollards fronting 
Cinnamon Street. Planning reference PA/06/00333. 

 
 13-15 Cinnamon Street 
 
5.6 On 06 April 1988 full planning permission was granted for the redevelopment by the 

erection of (I) a four storey building with two storey section comprising 9 residential units 
and ground level parking, and (II) a two storey building comprising 2 residential units; 
together with a courtyard and additional parking. Planning reference ID/88/00172. 

 
 
 
6.0 POLICY FRAMEWORK 
 
6.1 The Council in determining this application has the following main statutory duties to 

perform: 
 

•  To determine the application in accordance with the development plan unless other 
material considerations indicate otherwise (Section 38(6) of the Planning and 
Compulsory Purchase Act 2004); 

• To have regard to local finance considerations so far as material to the application, 
and to any other material considerations (Section 70 (2) Town & Country Planning 
Act 1990); 

•  In considering whether to grant planning permission for development which affects 
the setting of a listed building, to have special regard to the desirability of preserving 
the setting (Section 66 (1) Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 
1990); 
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•  Pay special attention to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance of the adjoining Whitechapel High Street Conservation Area (Section 72 
(1) Planning (Listed Buildings and Conservation Areas) Act 1990). 

 
6.2 The list below is not an exhaustive list of policies; however, it contains some of the most 

relevant policies to the application proposal: 
    
6.3 Core Strategy Development Plan Document (CS) 
  

 Policies: SP02 Urban living for everyone 
   SP03 Creating healthy and liveable neighbourhoods 
   SP04 Creating a green and blue grid 
   SP05 Dealing with waste 
   SP06 Delivering successful employment hubs 
   SP07 Improving education and skills 
   SP08 Making connected places 
   SP09 Creating attractive and safe streets and spaces 
   SP10 Creating distinct and durable places 
   SP11 Working towards a zero-carbon borough 
   SP12 Delivering Place making 
   SP13 Planning Obligations 
    
6.4 Managing Development Document (MDD) 
 

 Policies: DM0 Delivering Sustainable Development 
  DM3 Delivering Homes 
  DM4 Housing Standards and amenity space 
  DM8 Community Infrastructure  
  DM9 Improving Air Quality 
  DM10 Delivering Open space 
  DM11 Living Buildings and Biodiversity 

DM12 Water spaces 
  DM13 Sustainable Drainage 
  DM14 Managing Waste 
  DM15 Local Job Creation and Investment  
  DM20 Supporting a Sustainable Transport Network 
  DM21 Sustainable Transport of Freight 
  DM22 Parking 
  DM23 Streets and Public Realm 
  DM24 Place Sensitive Design 
  DM25 Amenity 
  DM27 Heritage and Historic Environment 
  DM29 Zero-Carbon & Climate Change 
  DM30 Contaminated Land  
 

6.5 Supplementary Planning Guidance/Documents 
 

 Revised Planning Obligations Supplementary Planning Document (April 2016). 
   

6.6 Consolidated London Plan (March 2016) 
  
 Policies:       3.1 Ensuring Equal Life Chances for All 

3.2 Improving Health and Addressing Health Inequalities 
3.3 Increasing Housing Supply 
3.4 Optimising Housing Potential 
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3.5 Quality and Design of Housing Developments 
3.6 Children and Young People‟s Play and Informal Recreation Facilities 
3.7 Large Residential Developments 
3.8 Housing Choice 
3.9 Mixed and Balanced Communities 
3.10 Definition of Affordable Housing 
3.11 Affordable Housing Targets 
3.12 Negotiating Affordable Housing on Individual Private Residential and 

Mixed Use Schemes 
3.13 Affordable Housing Thresholds 
5.1 Climate Change Mitigation 
5.2 Minimising Carbon Dioxide Emissions 
5.3 Sustainable Design and Construction 
5.5 Decentralised Energy Networks 
5.6 Decentralised Energy in Development Proposals 
5.7 Renewable Energy 
5.8  Innovative energy technologies 
5.9 Overheating and Cooling 
5.10 Urban Greening 
5.11 Green Roofs and Development Site Environs 
5.12 Flood Risk Management 
5.13 Sustainable Drainage 
5.14 Water Quality and Wastewater Infrastructure 
5.15 Water Use and Supplies 
5.21 Contaminated Land 
6.1 Strategic Approach to Integrating Transport and Development 
6.3 Assessing the Effects of Development on Transport Capacity 
6.5 Funding Crossrail 
6.9 Cycling 
6.10 Walking 
6.11 Congestion and traffic flow 
6.12 Road Network Capacity 
6.13 Parking 
7.1 Building London‟s Neighbourhoods and Communities 
7.2 An Inclusive Environment 
7.3 Designing out Crime 
7.4 Local Character 
7.5 Public Realm 
7.6 Architecture 
7.8 Heritage Assets and archaeology 
7.9 Access to Nature and Biodiversity 
7.13 Safety, security and resilience to emergency 
7.14 Improving Air Quality 
7.15 Reducing Noise and Enhancing Soundscapes 
7.18 Open space 
7.19 Biodiversity and Access to Nature 
8.2  Planning obligations 
8.3  Community Infrastructure Levy 

 
6.7 London Plan Supplementary Planning Guidance/Documents 

 
• Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance Nov 2012 
• Shaping Neighbourhoods: Play and Informal Recreation SPG September 2012  
• London View Management Framework SPG (2012) 
• Sustainable Design & Construction SPG (April 2014)  
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• Accessible London: Achieving an Inclusive Environment SPG (October 2014) 
• Control of Dust and Emissions During Construction and Demolition (2014) Best 

Practice Guide 
• Shaping Neighbourhoods: Character and Context SPG (2014)  
• Sustainable Design and Construction SPG ( 2014) 
• Mayor‟s Climate Change Adaptation Strategy 
• Mayor‟s Climate Change Mitigation and Energy Strategy 
 

6.8 Government Planning Policy Guidance/Statements 
   

• The National Planning Policy Framework 2012 (NPPF) 
• Technical Guide to NPPF 
• The National Planning Policy Guide (NPPG) 
• London Housing Standards (March 2016)  
 

6.9 Other documents 
 

• Tower Hamlets Local Biodiversity Action Plan (2009) 
 
 

7.0 CONSULTATION RESPONSES 
 
7.1 The views of the Directorate of Development and Renewal are expressed in the 

MATERIAL PLANNING CONSIDERATIONS section below. The following were 
consulted and made comments regarding the application, summarised below: 

 
 Internal Consultees 
 
 Affordable Housing 
 
7.2 The scheme will deliver 37% affordable housing by habitable rooms. The proposed unit 

mix provides 11 units for affordable rent 2x1beds, 4x2beds, 5x3beds and three units for 
intermediate, 1x1bed and 2x3beds. Within the affordable rent the scheme provides 18% 
of one bed units against LBTH policy target of 30%, 36% of two bed units against LBTH 
policy target 25%, 45% of three bed units against LBTH policy target of 45% family units. 
Within the intermediate units, the schemes provide 33% of one bed units against LBTH 
policy target of 25%, 67% of three bed units against LBTH policy target of 25%. There 
are no two bed units within this tenure type; LBTH planning policy requires a core 
strategy target of 50%. On balance, the proposed mix is considered acceptable.  

  
Waste Management Team 
 

7.3 No objection 
 

Environmental Health    
 

7.4 Contaminated Land Team: No objection, subject to the imposition of a planning 
condition, should planning permission be granted, to address potential land 
contamination.    

 
7.5 Noise and Vibration Team:  No comments received. 
 
7.6 Air Quality Team:   No objection.  The Air Quality Assessment is accepted. It shows that 

the site is suitable for the proposed use of the development and that the impacts of the 
development are negligible and therefore not significant. The CEMP is also accepted in 
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regards to dust. The air quality section of the Construction Environmental Management 
Plan should include a statement of compliance with the new GLA Non Road Mobile 
Machinery Low Emission Zone emissions requirements. 

 
Transportation & Highways 
 

7.7 The site falls within a PTAL area of level 3. Following negotiations and substantive 
revisions, the highways team has no objections subject to: 

 
7.8 Public footpath: Due to the site constraints and the nature of this development, Transport 

and Highways welcome the proposal to set back the property to increase the width (up to 
1.5m) of the footpath along Clegg Street. A condition should be attached to any planning 
permission to submit a Maintenance Plan for the extended footpath and any structure 
above. The applicant must be committed to maintain the footpath and any structure 
above that meets the minimum safety requirements for residents and pedestrians‟ usage 
along Clegg Street. 
 

7.9 A condition should also be attached to any permission to state that no development 
should start until Highways has approved in writing the scheme of highway 
improvements necessary to serve this development (i.e. reinstate redundant drop kerbs 
and etc.).  
 

7.10 Car parking: Highways require a section 106 „car and permit‟ free agreement for this 
development. Cinnamon St has night time parking occupancy of 100% and Clegg Street 
has parking occupancy of 100% and 143% during weekdays and night time respectively. 
This exceeds the 80% level, which is considered to be „stressed‟. The layout of the site is 
not possible to provide accessible parking on site for registered blue badge holders. The 
transport statement states that blue badge users will be able to utilise the existing 
resident parking bays on street. Whilst this may be the case it will also add to the 
existing parking stress in the area, affecting existing residents‟ ability to park in those 
bays. It is recommended that the applicant enters into a S106 agreement to fund up to 
three disabled bays on street if required by residents.  
 

7.11 Cycle parking: the original comments from highways colleagues were that the proposed 
number of cycle spaces exceeds the minimum requirement. However, the applicant is 
proposing to provide mixture of Falco single tier and Falco 2 tier cycle stands throughout 
the development. Falco cycle storage does not comply with our policy requirement. 
However, following receipt of further information on the type of Falco stands proposed, 
the Highways team is now satisfied with the Falco provision. Nonetheless, a condition 
would be attached to ensure the cycle stands to be provided meet with the Council‟s 
policy requirements and that the cycle storage areas are adequate for the development. 
 

7.12 Servicing: Clegg Street and Cinnamon Street are very narrow two way public highways. 
It is not possible to service any apartment from any of these roads without blocking the 
public highways. A site visit with the applicant and highways officers addressed the 
issues raised and subject to a S278 and works to the kerb lines along Clegg Street and 
Cinnamon Street plus the relocation of a lamp post on Clegg Street, the servicing and 
waste collection are considered satisfactory subject to necessary conditions to secure 
detailed arrangements. 
 

7.13 Construction Management Plan: A draft construction management plan has been 
submitted, which is welcomed. A final CMP will be required via a condition once the main 
contractor has been appointed and will need to be submitted and approved prior to any 
works taking place. The developer is asked to bear in mind the construction routes as 
they will be similar to those for the London Dock development and they will need to show 
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the cumulative effect of this development on both the TLRN and the local road network, 
together with any mitigation measures to reduce the impact. TfL will require consultation 
on this and the fact that the development takes place close to London Underground 
infrastructure. In terms of Travel Plan, a framework travel plan has been supplied and a 
final version will be required as a condition to any planning permission granted. 
 

7.14 Highways improvement works: The applicant will be required to enter into a S278 
agreement with the local authority to cover works considered necessary on the public 
highway as a result of the development, including the reinstatement of redundant 
crossovers. Some of the works would include changes to kerb lines, relocation of a lamp 
post, removal of dropped kerbs and introducing/extending single or double yellow lines. 
This would be secured by condition. 

 
Biodiversity Officer  
 

7.15 The application site contains no significant habitats, but Site A has potential to support 
bats and Black Redstarts, which are protected species. Two features with low potential 
to support low-value non-maternity roosts for single or small numbers of bats were found 
on site A.   Details of biodiversity enhancements would be secured by condition including 
further details of the provision of a biodiverse roof. 

 
 Energy Officer 
 
7.16 The CO2 emission reductions proposed are supported and would result in a circa 35% 

reduction against the Building Regulations 2013. The current proposals are below the 
policy target of 45% reduction in CO2 and a carbon offsetting payment is due of 
£12,600.  Out of the two options proposed by the applicant, officers‟ recommendation is 
for option A – centralised heating system;  

 
7.17 The applicant should commit to the delivery of a communal system; it is recommended 

that the proposals are secured through appropriate Conditions for: • Delivery of Energy 
Strategy Option A – Centralised heating system • Submission of PV specification and 
delivery of a 41.4kWp PV array • Carbon offsetting contribution secured through S106 
contribution.  

 
 Employment & Enterprise Team  
 
7.18 Following receipt of further information with regards to the loss of employment floor 

space, the Employment and Enterprise Team stated that “There is a loss of employment 
space but this is not active and the buildings are derelict and in state of disrepair. 
Therefore, I agree with the principle of the development proposal because the site would 
not generate the required income to justify the regeneration to put back in to habitable 
employment space. In addition, I accepted the proposal based on the provision of a 
small retail unit that could accommodate at least 2 employees”. The development should 
secure by way of legal agreement the following commitments: 

 

 Financial contributions - Construction phase: £19,464 

 End-user phase: £832 

 Non-financial contributions - 20% local labour, - 20% use of local suppliers; 

 No end-user apprenticeships or minimum jobs are to be secured as there is no 
significant employment generated, however, where possible advertise - 
vacancies locally through Skillsmatch (the Council‟s employment and skills 
agency). 
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 A minimum of 6 apprenticeships delivered during the construction phase (NVQ 
L2); depending on the length of the build/variations in build costs this figure can 
be negotiated  

 
 Surface Water Run Off 
 
7.19 The proposal is accepted in principle.  
 

o Discharge Rates - The drainage strategy produced by AECOM sets out that the 
proposals will reduce the existing surface water run-off by at least 50%. The exact 
details of these measures would be conditioned. 

 
o SuDs - The applicant‟s appraisal of SuDs techniques for the site is limited. It is 

advised that the applicant investigates the use of SuDs features that provide 
source control and other benefits, such as green roofs to improve the biodiversity 
of the site and also meet policy DM11. Although the landscaping will also reduce 
discharge rates and is welcomed. 

 
o Maintenance - There is no indication as to how the entire drainage system is to be 

maintained. Details of agreed adoption, monitoring and maintenance of the 
drainage and suds features would be conditioned. 

 
o Residual risks - Safe and appropriate flow routes from blockage and exceedance 

of the drainage system must be evaluated. This must demonstrate no property 
flooding or increase in flood risk, either offsite or to third parties. 

 
 External Consultees  

 
Historic England  
 

7.20 This application should be determined in accordance with national and local policy 
guidance, and on the basis of your specialist conservation advice.  

 
 Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service (GLAAS)  
 
7.21 GLAAS considers that the archaeological interest of the site can be adequately 

conserved by attaching a suitably worded planning condition.      
 
 Metropolitan Police Crime Prevention Design Officer 
 
7.22 No objections to the development proceeding as agreed by incorporating measures to 

minimise the risk of crime and with any scheme completed to a manner that it can gain 
Secured by Design accreditation. 

   
 London Underground Infrastructure Protection  
 
7.23 No comments to make on this proposal 
 
 Port of London Authority 
 
7.24 No objection in principle. However, the PLA would like to see consideration given to the 

use of the River Bus as an alternative form of sustainable transport. And also 
consideration should be given to the use of waterborne transport for bulk removal of 
materials and transport of construction materials and waste. The Port of London 
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Authority has also requested whether the Council would consider securing S106 
contributions for the improvements of Wapping Pier.   

 
 Canal and River Trust 
 
7.25 No comments as application sites fall outside their notified area 
 
 Network Rail  
 
7.26 No objection. 
  
 Rail for London and Transport for London Fire  
 
7.27 Rail for London/TfL emphasized that their comments are in respect of infrastructure 

protection only. The site is RfL-owned and contains both a ventilation shaft and two 
emergency exits from the tunnel below. Both of these structures are critical to the 
operational safety of the railway, specifically in the event of an emergency or other 
unforeseen event. No objection subject to a list of conditions prescribed which would be 
attached in the final decision notice. 

 
 London Underground (Infrastructure)  
 
7.28 No objection   
 
 Thames Water (TW) 
 
7.29 No objection subject to a condition with regards to piling; an informative in respect of 

provision of Groundwater Risk Management Permit from TW for discharging 
groundwater into a public sewer. TW would expect to see the measures undertaken to 
minimise groundwater discharges into the public sewer.  With regards to Surface Water 
Drainage TW also requests that a condition be imposed to allow a review of the 
development‟s drainage plan. There is no objection to sewerage infrastructure capacity 
and no objection to water infrastructure capacity provided an informative is attached 
stating that TW would aim to provide customers with a minimum pressure of 10m head 
and a flow rate of 9 litres/minute.  

   
 Environment Agency 
 
7.30 No objection. The proposed development will result in a „more vulnerable‟ use within 

Flood Zone 3. This use can be appropriate within Flood Zone 3 providing the site passes 
the Flood Risk Sequential Test. For the site to pass the Sequential Test you (the LPA) 
must be satisfied that there are no alternative sites available for the development at a 
lower risk of flooding. Providing the site passes the Sequential Test a Flood Risk 
Assessment should be undertaken which demonstrates that the development will not be 
at an unacceptable risk of flooding and will not increase flood risk elsewhere. 

 
 
8.0  LOCAL REPRESENTATION 
  
8.1 258 neighbouring properties were notified about the application and invited to make 

comments. The application was also publicised in the local press and site notices were 
posted around the three sites.   

 
8.2   12 written representations were received objecting to the application proposal. A petition 

of 56 signatures, against the proposal was also received. On the whole residents feel 
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that very little or only cosmetic changes have been made on this proposal as compared 
to the two previous applications that were submitted and subsequently withdrawn, 
PA/14/03062 and PA/15/02440. Residents believe that the application is still flawed and 
that the application could be modified further. Furthermore, it is noted by a resident that 
correct processes of publication have not been properly followed, in that there were no 
site notices displayed on site when the application was submitted. The issues raised are 
summarised below and will be addressed in full in relevant sections of this report:  
 
a. Loss of daylight and sunlight; 
b. Overlooking privacy issues; 
c. Proposal does not comply with councils and London Plans policies; 
d. Scale and massing are wrong; 
e. Oppressive sense of enclosure; 
f. Poor design; 
g. Proposal would not enhance conservation area or local environment; 
h. Maximum distance between Sites B and C less than 18m; 
i. Play space on Site A should not be private to the residents of that block; 
j. Accuracy of Daylight and Sunlight study is questionable; 
k. Parking problems and lack of parking spaces; 
l. Narrow footpath along Clegg Street; 
m. New building on Site B is much taller than existing surrounding buildings, for 

example Tasman House; 
n. Loss of view to Gun Wharf; 
o. Mass of Site C has been underestimated; 
p. Loss of light industrial usage on Sites B and C; 
q. Provision of retail unit would undermine viability and vitality of other businesses 

r. TfL hire a specialists company to remove coal tar from Wapping Overground (on a 
regular basis) and concerns about the contamination risk and noise nuisance.  

 
8.3 Objection letters were received from the following owner/occupiers: 10 and 12 Clave 

Street, 18, 20, 22 and 28 Cinnamon Street, 8 Tasman House, 6 Baltic Court, 25 Hilliard 
House and a resident of Prusom Island. The objections received would be discussed in 
more details further in the report. Out of the 12 letters received, 3 were from non-
residents. These comments are summarised below: 

 
1. Councillor Julia Dockerill 

 
8.4 Councillor Dockerill wrote to the Council to confirm that she has been assisting residents 

in Cinnamon/Clegg/Clave Streets in voicing their concerns about the proposal. The 
principle of developing the sites is not disputed. However, there is a unanimous view that 
the proposal represents an overdevelopment of a very constrained location at the heart 
of a conservation area. The plans and various iterations have still not substantially 
addressed the prime concerns of residents. Councillor Dockerill believes that this 
proposal requires substantial modifications still, despite the previous amendments. 
These are, 1) appropriate density in a conservation area and in a site such as the 
application site with narrow roads; 2) loss or deprivation of light to most residents 
surrounding the site; 3) car free development and the creation of 4 town houses for 
family who would likely require a car; 4) reducing the heights of some of the buildings 
have made them less attractive without making substantial difference to light. No height 
alteration has been made to Site C and Ross and Tasman Houses will still be affected 
by light reductions; 5) pavement width along Clave and Clegg Streets remain a problem; 
and 6) Site B backs onto Tasman House yet is one storey higher. This has implications 
in terms of restricting light and privacy. Councillor Dockerill concluded by saying that in 
her view S106/CIL monies must be retained specifically for the local area, and given 
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over to the improvement of green spaces and heritage assets in the immediate area to 
offset the impact of development. 

 
2.  Gebler Tooth, Sasha Gebler 

 
8.5 This company owns the freehold of Baltic Court at 5 Clave Street and 131 Wapping High 

Street. No objection to the principle of redevelopment of the application site. However, 
despite changes to the design, significant parts of the proposal are still “top heavy”, too 
high or out of scale with some of the surrounding buildings. The proposed building along 
Clave Street and corner with Cinnamon Street (the 3 town houses) is very top heavy and 
appears overbearing. The objector feels that some further alteration would satisfy the 
concerns raised. 

 
8.6 Following significant revisions (such as the enlargement of Clegg Street‟s footpath and 

marketing evidence outlining loss of employment/viability of the application site), a 
second neighbour consultation was carried out on 29 July 16. Site notices were also 
placed at the site on. 11 further responses were received as a result of this exercise. 
One was in support and 10 were objection letters. Out of these, was an objection from 
Councillor Denise Jones and Gebler Tooth. The grounds of residents‟ objections were 
similar to those detailed above and many were from the same residents who objected 
the first time. Of note the objections mention the following: 

 

 revisions show practically no improvements to previous objections raised 

 no commitment for discussion with the local community 

 no plans which are in keeping with the structure of the neighbourhood 

 no thought to the increased needs for schools or amenities 

 station has to be pumped out on a regular basis and this process is very noisy 
 

3. Councillor Denise Jones 
 

8.7 Councillor Jones wrote to officers to confirm that she is requesting to speak at the 
Development Committee on 28 September. The Councillor also made it known that the 
objections of residents would be endorsed as well. In terms of the grounds of objections 
these were on design, layout and external appearance, townscape, views and heritage 
of the new buildings and on surrounding areas; amenity impacts of the proposal on 
existing residents in terms of noise and loss of light; noise from maintenance works that 
take place every 3 months around the shafts; there is also a mention of flooding near the 
shaft areas which was retrieved from an archaeological report on the “East London Line 
Extension Project”; transport including parking was also raised as an issue as well as 
recycling. The Applicant's (Wapping High Street Ltd) Preliminary Risk Assessment 
document (dated 29 October, 2014) conducted by URS Infrastructure & Environment UK 
Limited, clearly states that "[the] likelihood of contamination related to the former off-site 
gas work is considered Medium." The document states it was solely a desk top 
assessment. Questioned whether, as part of the planning process the Council should 
initiate an independent Risk Assessment. 

 
8.8 It is noted that Gebler Tooth had no new comments to add following the reconsultation 

as it was felt that “very little appears to have changed”. 
 
8.9  All the issues raised in objection to the scheme will be fully addressed in the Design, 

Amenity and Highways sections of this report. 
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9.0   ASSESSMENT OF APPLICATION 
  
9.1. The main planning issues raised by this application that the Committee must consider 

are: 
 

(a) Land Use 
(b) Design & Heritage  
(c)  Housing & Density  
(d) Neighbouring Amenity 
(e) Other issues  

 
Land Use 

 
9.2 At a national level, the National Planning Policy Framework (NPPF - 2012) promotes a 

presumption in favour of sustainable development, through the effective use of land 
driven by a plan-led system, to ensure the delivery of sustainable economic, social and 
environmental benefits. The NPPF promotes the efficient use of land with high density, 
mixed-use development and encourages the use of previously developed, vacant and 
underutilised sites to maximise development potential, in particular for new housing. 
Local authorities are also expected to boost the supply of housing significantly and 
create larger family units where there is an express need for these types of 
accommodations, as is the case in Tower Hamlets.  

 
 Loss of employment floor space 
 
9.3 Policy DM15 of the Managing Development Document (2013) seeks to prevent the loss 

of active and viable employment uses across the borough.  Through the demolition of 
the existing buildings on the application site, the proposal would result in the loss of 
655sqm commercial floor space (across the existing 3 sites).  The scheme would seek to 
re-provide 47smq of this floor space in the form of an A1 retail shop (7% replacement of 
lost space) use class. 

 
9.4 Although some very low-density employment is provided on the site as „vehicle 

repair/storage‟, the employment status of the application site can be detailed as follows: 
 

9.5 Site A: A mostly demolished and derelict, vacant/abandoned former warehouse building 
with only the frontage facing Wapping High Street standing strong. Currently 
accommodates a large ventilation shaft and two fire escapes for Wapping Station which 
would remain in situ. The majority of the site was demolished in 2008 under planning 
permission reference (PA/08/00197) and has been wholly vacant since the departure of 
the East London Line Upgrade team in 2010 following their temporary use of the site. In 
its current condition (witnessed by officers during a site visit), it is clear that the site and 
what is left of the partly demolished building would not be let.   
 

9.6 Site B: This is a mid-20th century single storey/two storey annex warehouse building; the 
site measures approximately 92sqm and is partly derelict and boarded up. It became 
fully vacant in February 2015. It was last used as storage of vehicles which is classed as 
B8 storage. 
 

9.7 Site C: This site contains an early 20th century single storey warehouse building, 
measuring approximately 82sqm. The building was last occupied by a car mechanic until 
February 2015 when it was vacated. It is understood this business had 1 employee on a 
short term basis who has since moved to another premises (location of the premises is 
not known). This building is also in need of repair. 
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9.8 As already mentioned above, the redevelopment of this site for residential development 
would result in the loss of employment generating floor space, which the Council would 
normally seek to resist in accordance with Policy DM15 in the Managing Development 
Document (MDD). This policy states that development of an employment site should not 
result in the loss of an active and viable employment use unless it can be demonstrated 
that the site is no longer suitable or viable for continued employment purposes due to its 
location, accessibility, size and condition, or that the site has been marketed 
unsuccessfully at prevailing values for a prolonged period, or that there is a surplus of 
local employment floor space in the surrounding area.   

 
9.9 The applicant has produced a commercial market assessment of the site addressing 

issues such as its current use and condition, location and demand and rental values. 
The market assessment has looked at each plot of land separately and concluded that 
the conditions of the properties are such that they are past repairing and a complete 
overhaul through demolition and rebuild would be required. Furthermore, returning the 
land/buildings to a light industrial use would provide no return on investment, given the 
lack of demand and low rental levels that would be associated with industrial spaces in 
the area. The market assessment goes on to state that demand for industrial and 
warehousing spaces in Wapping is non-existent and demand for this type of space has 
moved to better equipped locations with larger spaces, modern units and better transport 
links.  

 
9.10 Officers recognised that most of the buildings on site are in a poor state of repair. The 

sites‟ history is evidence of the various attempts over the last 10 years and more, to 
bring this brownfield site forward for residential usage. In their current state of repair and 
basic warehouse form refurbishment would not be viable and would be costly and is 
unlikely to  attract high enough rent levels due to the location and typology of the site. 
Furthermore, the surrounding area is wholly residential and light industrial use class 
options would be very limited.   

 
9.11 The surrounding area has been undergoing changes with obsolete industrial premises 

being replaced by housing. The proposal does seek the re-provision of some of the 
commercial floor space in the form of an A1 shop. This would be located along Wapping 
High Street where a commercial presence already exists and would be opposite 
Wapping Overground Station; this is considered to be well suited in terms of size and 
location for an active retail type use. The A1 would provide some active frontage at 
ground floor level. In terms of proposed number of employees, this is anticipated at 2 full 
time staff. Currently, the site employs just one member of staff. Therefore, the new 
space could accommodate as many (and more) employees as has been employed in 
recent years. The loss of the existing floor space is therefore considered to be 
acceptable on balance.  
 

9.12 As such, it is considered that the loss of employment floor space could be sustained in 
this instance and the proposed change of use (residential and retail) is acceptable in 
land use terms as it would contribute towards much needed housing provision in the 
borough. This proposal is in accordance with the National Planning Policy Framework, 
policies SP06 of the Adopted Core Strategy (2010) and DM15 of the Managing 
Development Document (2013) which seek to ensure that development proposals do not 
result in the loss of active and viable employment uses. 

 
Proposed Retail Use 
 

9.13 The proposal would include the creation of a new retail unit at ground floor level of Site A 
within Use Class A1. The proposed A1 unit would be located on Wapping High Street, 
opposite Wapping Overground Station; this is considered to be well suited in terms of 
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size and location for a retail use. In addition, the provision of a small shop unit would be 
suitable in terms of its size (less than 100sqm).  

 
9.14 Policy DM2 part 2 of the MDD sets out that development of local shops outside of town 

centres, will only be supported if there is a demonstrable local need that cannot be met 
within an existing town centre, they are of an appropriate scale to their locality; they do 
not affect the amenity or detract from the character of the area and they do not 
encourage or form part of a concentration of uses that would undermine nearby town 
centres. Paragraph 2.3, Part (2) of policy DM2 “seeks to manage the risk of larger retail 
shops coming forward outside of designated centres. This could not only threaten the 
vitality and viability of the borough‟s town centres but could also have a negative impact 
on existing local shops which are serving the needs of the local community. The 
introduction of larger shops may also be unsuitable to the local area in terms of size and 
the activity they may generate, for example with regards to congestion, parking and 
noise”.  

 
9.15 It is noted that the nearest designated Neighbourhood Centre in Wapping is along 

Wapping Lane, some 80m and 170m away from Site A. The retail unit is only 47sqm 
which is considerably less than the 100sqm allowed by policy. It is considered that this 
shop unit would be in compliance with policy DM2 which seeks to ensure that proposals 
outside of town centres are of an adequate size so as not to impact on nearby 
neighbourhood centres. Residents objected to the provision of this retail unit and felt that 
this would threaten the viability of other local shops in the area. As explained above, the 
shop unit would be of an appropriate size, within an appropriate location and the 
presence of this shop would not detract from the character of the Wapping High Street 
area. It is considered that the proposed retail unit would be acceptable in principle in 
land use terms. 

 
 Proposed Residential Use 
 
9.16 The regeneration of sites such as this within East London is a strategic target of the 

London Plan (MALP 2016) as outlined within Policy 1.1 which states “the development of 
East London will be a particular priority to address existing need for development, 
regeneration and promotion of social and economic convergence with other parts of 
London and as the location of the largest opportunities for new homes and jobs”. Policy 
3.3 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to ensure that the identified housing need in 
London is met through the provision of new homes, requiring Boroughs to exceed their 
housing targets. And Policy SP02 (1) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) 
seeks the delivery of 43,275 new homes over the plan period. This figure has increased 
in the London Plan (MALP 2016) and for the plan period of 2015 – 2025, the Mayor is 
looking at delivering 39314 homes in the borough, making the annual target 3931.  

 
9.17 The proposed development would deliver a total of 41 new residential dwellings on the 

site consisting of 27 market rented units and 11 affordable rented homes and 3 
intermediate units. Given the strong policy support for the delivery of new homes in the 
Borough and given that the surrounding area is predominantly residential in character, it 
is considered that the site  would provide a suitable environment for future residents and 
that the proposed residential use is acceptable in principle in land use terms. To 
conclude, given the predominantly residential character of the site‟s environs, the need 
for more housing in the Borough in general, the principle of housing use on this 
brownfield site would be strongly supported in policy terms. 
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Design & Heritage   
 
9.18 The NPPF is the key policy document at national level relevant to the assessment of 

individual planning applications. Chapters relevant to heritage, design and appearance 
are Chapter 7 „Requiring good design‟ and Chapter 12 „Conserving and Enhancing the 
Historic Environment.‟ Chapter 7 explains that the Government attaches great 
importance to the design of the built environment. It advises that it is important to plan for 
high quality and inclusive design. Planning decisions should not seek to impose 
architectural styles, stifle innovation or originality, but it is proper to promote or reinforce 
local distinctiveness. Chapter 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework when 
considering the impact of a proposed development on the significance of a designated 
heritage asset, great weight should be given to the asset‟s conservation. The more 
important the asset, the greater the weight should be. Significance can be harmed or lost 
through alteration or destruction of the heritage asset or development within its setting.  
Paragraph 132 emphasises that the weight given should be proportionate to the asset‟s 
significance, and that clear and convincing justification will be required for loss and harm 
to heritage assets.  

 
9.19 Paragraphs 132-135 require local authorities when assessing the effects of development 

on a heritage asset, to give weight to an asset‟s conservation in proportion to its 
significance.  Heritage assets include designated heritage assets such as listed buildings 
and conservation areas but also locally listed buildings. Paragraphs 133 and 134 
address the balancing of harm to designated heritage assets against public benefits. If a 
balancing exercise is necessary, considerable weight and importance should be applied 
to the statutory duty under sections 61 and 72 of the Planning (Listed Buildings and 
Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as amended) where it arises. Proposals that would result 
in substantial harm or total loss of significance should be refused, unless it can be 
demonstrated that the substantial harm or loss is necessary to achieve substantial public 
benefits that outweigh that harm or loss (paragraph 133).  Where less than substantial 
harm arises, this harm should be weighed against the public benefits of a proposal, 
including its retention in its optimum viable use (paragraph 134).  

 
9.20 The National Planning Practice Guidance (NPPG) sets out a list of criteria of “What a 

well design place is?  The guidance states:-  
 

“Well designed places are successful and valued. They exhibit qualities that benefit 
users and the wider area. Well-designed new or changing places should: 
 

 be functional; 

 support mixed uses and tenures; 

 include successful public spaces; 

 be adaptable and resilient; 

 have a distinctive character; 

 be attractive; and 

 encourage ease of movement” 
 
9.21 Chapter 7 of the London Plan places an emphasis on robust design in new development. 

Policy 7.4 specifically seeks high quality urban design having regard to the local 
character, pattern and grain of the existing spaces and streets.  Policy 7.6 seeks highest 
architectural quality, enhanced public realm, materials that complement the local 
character, quality adaptable space and optimising the potential of the site.  Policy 7.8 
requires development affecting heritage assets and their settings to conserve their 
significance by being sympathetic to their form, scale, materials and architectural detail. 
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9.22 Core Strategy Policy SP10, Policies DM23 and DM24 of the MDD seek to ensure that 
buildings and neighbourhoods promote good design principles to create buildings, 
spaces and places that are high-quality, sustainable, accessible, attractive, durable and 
well-integrated with their surrounds. Policy DM27 of the MDD seeks to protect and 
enhance the borough‟s heritage assets, their setting and their significance. The policy 
provides criteria for the assessment of applications which affect heritage assets. Firstly, 
applications should seek to ensure that they do not result in an adverse impact on the 
character, fabric or identity of the heritage asset or its setting. More importantly, it states 
that development should enhance or better reveal the significance of the asset or its 
setting.   

 
          Impact on the Wapping Wall and Wapping Pierhead Conservation Areas and Adjacent 

Listed Buildings 
 
9.23    Section 66(1) of the Planning (Listed Building and Conservation Areas) Act 1990 (as 

amended) requires decision makers determining planning applications that would affect 
a listed building or its setting to “have special regard to the desirability of preserving the 
building or its setting or any features of special architectural or historic interest which it 
possesses”.  

 
9.24    Section 72(1) of the Planning (LBCA) Act 1990 requires decision makers determining 

planning applications that would affect buildings or other land in a conservation area to 
pay "special attention […] to the desirability of preserving or enhancing the character or 
appearance of that area". Policy 7.8 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) states that 
development affecting heritage assets and their settings should conserve their 
significance, by being sympathetic to their form, scale, materials and architectural detail. 
Policy 7.9 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) states that the significance of heritage 
assets should be assessed when development is proposed and schemes designed so 
that the heritage significance is recognised both in their own right and as catalysts for 
regeneration. 

 
9.25 Policy SP10(2) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) seeks to protect and 

enhance the Borough‟s Conservation Areas and Listed Buildings and their settings and 
encourages and supports development that preserves and enhances the heritage value 
of the immediate and surrounding environment and wider setting. Policy DM27(1) of the 
Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) requires development to 
protect and enhance the Borough‟s heritage assets, their setting and their significance 
as key elements of developing the sense of place of the Borough‟s distinctive „Places‟.  

 
9.26 As discussed in the report above, the existing buildings are mostly of no significant 

architectural merit and are in a poor state of repair. Most of Site A has been demolished 
already to make way for two secondary escape routes from Wapping Station. The rest of 
the buildings on Sites B and C are of very limited townscape and heritage value. 
Furthermore, they are not statutorily listed or locally listed; two of the sites fall within the 
Wapping Wall Conservation Area and one within its settings. Wapping Pierhead 
Conservation Area lies to the west and north west of the site. The part of the building of 
some significance is on Site A, along Wapping High Street and the frontage of 125-129 
Wapping High Street is being retained and would be refurbished. The other important 
feature on this site is again on Site A and this is the Grade II* Thames Tunnel which runs 
underneath the site. As such, there are no in principle objections to their demolition and it 
is considered that the proposals represent an important opportunity to enhance the 
setting of the surrounding heritage assets. On balance, the loss of all the other existing 
buildings can be considered acceptable, subject to the replacement development 
achieving a high standard of design and the scheme as a whole delivering adequate 
public benefits.  
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     Figure 7:  Surrounding conservation area and listed buildings 

 
9.27     In terms of statutory listed buildings within the vicinity of the site, as shown on the above 

map, these are located mostly to the west and south west of the land parcels and are not 
considered to be directly affected by this proposal. The most significant is Wapping 
Overground Station to the south of Site A. The listed tunnel entrance and stairway 
between the platforms and street are within the station. Accordingly, London Overground 
(LO) and Transport for London (TfL) have been consulted on this proposal. Furthermore, 
the applicant and Rail for London have engaged in discussions with LO and all the 
necessary measures have been taken to ensure that their conditions and 
recommendations are adhered to. For this proposal, LO has emphasized that their 
comments are in respect of infrastructure protection only, given that the site is RfL 
owned and it contains both a ventilation shaft and the two emergency exits. To that end, 
RfL/LO has issued a list of conditions that should be attached to the application decision. 
In terms of the impact of the development on the fabric of the station, including the 
Grade II listed tunnel entrance and stairway from the platforms to the street, the impact 
is considered to be negligible and little alterations are being made to the retained façade 
opposite on Site A and the material for the whole development would be in bricks. 
Furthermore, LO have requested full details of the demolition, design and construction 
methodology, particularly clear access to its ventilation shaft and emergency exits.  

 
 

9.28   In terms of scale and height, it is considered that all the proposed buildings are 
commensurate with that of the surrounding built form. A recurring issue with the 
objectors have been the height of the new buildings and the fact that they should be kept 
at their original heights. The new buildings have mimicked heights that are within the 
surrounding areas. Site C adjoins buildings of three and four storeys; Site B sits 
alongside two buildings both of five storeys. The only taller element at 5 storeys is within 
Site A and this adjoins the rear wall of Falconet Court; furthermore, by setting back the 
roof storeys, the mass and bulk of the building have been reduced so that the building 
would not appear overbearing within the context of its surroundings. Similarly, the 
building on Site B has also been scaled back on its west elevation so as to appear 
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subordinate on the street scene. Material is primarily bricks, which is considered to be in 
keeping with the industrial historic character of the area. In order to ensure that the 
facing materials are of satisfactory quality and finished appearance it is recommended 
that samples and details of finishes are secured by condition.  

 
9.29     It is considered that the proposed buildings have been sensitively designed within the 

context of the historic built form and public realm and would preserve and enhance the 
character and appearance of the Wapping Wall Conservation Area. The proposal 
therefore would accord with Policy SP10 (2) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy 
(2010), Policy DM27 of the MDD (2013), Policy 7.8 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) and 
government guidance set out in Section 12 of the National Planning Policy Framework 
(2012). These policies and government guidance seek to ensure that development 
proposals are sympathetic to their historic surroundings and either preserve or enhance 
the character and appearance of the Borough‟s Conservation Areas and river frontages 
within the Thames Policy Area. 

 
9.30      Given that the application site is located adjacent to a Grade II listed building, the Local 

Planning Authority is required to pay special regard to the desirability of preserving the 
building or its setting on any special architectural or historic interest which it possesses. 
It is considered that the proposed building, by virtue of its height, stepped roof profile, 
design and materials, would not adversely affect the setting of the adjacent Grade II 
listed Wapping Overground Station, in accordance with Policy SP10 (2) of the Council‟s 
adopted Core Strategy (2010), Policy DM27 of the MDD, Policy 7.8 of the London Plan 
(MALP 2016) and government guidance set out in Section 12 of the National Planning 
Policy Framework (2012). These policies and government guidance seek to ensure that 
development located in the vicinity of Statutory Listed Buildings does not have an 
adverse impact on the setting of those buildings. 

 
Principle of demolition in a Conservation Area  

 
9.31 The proposal would seek the complete demolition of all buildings on Sites B and C and 

most of the building on Site A with the exception of the Wapping High Street facade.  
 
9.32 With regard to the criteria found within policy DM27 of the MDD, proposals for the 

demolition of buildings within conservation area would be considered under the following 
circumstances: 

 

 The significance of the asset, architecturally, historically and contextually; 

 The condition of the asset and estimated costs of its repair and maintenance in   
relation to its significance and demolition, and value derived from its continued use;  

 The adequacy of efforts made to retain the asset in use; and  

 The merits of any alternative proposal for the site. 
 
9.33 Furthermore, Section 12 of the NPPF provides specific guidance on „Conserving and 

Enhancing the Historic Environment‟. Paragraph 131 specifically requires that in 
determining planning applications, local planning authorities should take account of: 

 

 “desirability of sustaining and enhancing the significance of heritage assets and    
putting them to viable uses consistent with their conservation,  

 the positive contribution that conservation of heritage assets can make to 
sustainable communities including their economic viability; and  

 the desirability of new development making a positive contribution to local 
character and distinctiveness.” 
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Existing Condition of the Site 
 
9.34 Site A (125-129 Wapping High Street) lies within the Wapping Wall Conservation Area. 

The buildings are in a very poor state of repair and mostly demolished. Running 
underneath the site is The Thames Tunnel and to the north, within the site boundary are 
the stairs and street level fire escape for Wapping Station. The front elevation facing 
Wapping High Street comprises a gable end with a five bay range and round headed 
window. This is still in a reasonably good condition and would be retained. Most of the 
demolition took place in 2008 to allow for the secondary means of escape from Wapping 
Station. Also included in the 2008 application was the erection of a wall along Cinnamon 
Street. Both of these were expressly required for the East London Line Project. What 
remains of Site A is not fit for any purposes.  Currently the site and remaining structures 
(not including the gable frontage) despite being an early 20th century, do not contribute 
positively to the setting of the Conservation Area. 

 

 
Figure 8: Site A and the rear of the partly demolished buildings 

 
9.35 Site B (13-15 Cinnamon Street) is located outside Wapping Wall Conservation Area but 

is within its immediate settings. This is a mid-20th century former warehouse building 
also in a state of disrepair and is currently vacant. 

 
9.36 The building is considered to be modest in contrast to larger warehouse buildings in the 

area especially those along the river. The front elevation is relatively nondescript and 
lacks distinctive quality or character in terms of architectural value. Also its state of repair 
cannot be ignored. Some structural integrity of the exterior does remain in particular the 
brick built facades but the lack of symmetry along Cinnamon Street detracts from the 
building as a whole. It is noted therefore that the contribution of Site B is minimal to the 
street scene. The building as a standalone structure lacks group value.  Therefore, its 
architectural and historical significance are also considered to be low.  
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Figure 9: Site B and its frontage on Cinnamon Street 

 
9.37 It is considered that this building with its light industrial form and high windows would not 

lend itself to a residential usage. Furthermore, in its present condition the building is not 
considered to be of sufficient merit to retain. Its loss would not result in harm to the 
conservation area given the lack of significance of the building, the lack of architectural 
quality and warehouse nature of the building. The building has become redundant since 
the previous business vacated it.  The Design and Conservation Officer has not objected 
to the loss of this building and the proposed demolition would accord with policy given 
that officers are supporting the redevelopment proposals.  

 
9.38 Site C is located within the Wapping Wall Conservation Area and is occupied by an early 

20th Century single storey warehouse building. There is a retained party wall to the east 
of the site which would not be part of this demolition. The building on this site is also in a 
poor state of repair. Similar to Site B, it is considered that this building does not respond 
positively to its surroundings and is not of sufficient merit for retention. There are no 
interesting facades to this building and no original features worth saving. Its original form 
may well have been compromised by modern additions or replacement over the years 
such as the metal roller shutter.  

 
9.39 As with Site B, this building is also functional and lacks visual articulation and symmetry 

and is modest in contrast to larger warehouse buildings in the area and those along the 
river. The building on a narrow site and as a standalone structure lacks group value. 
There is very little architectural integrity in this small block to warrant its retention.  
Furthermore, the redevelopment proposal for housing would be supported by officers and 
this building in its present form would not be consistent to this usage. It is considered that 
a residential conversion in a new build structure would fully optimise the use of this 
brownfield site.  
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Figure 10: Site C – building used as a garage 

 
9.40 It is noted that none of the buildings affected by this proposal are listed either statutorily 

or locally. Their contribution to the area and the conservation area are at best functional 
but with no significance. In urban design terms they have very little townscape value. 
They are considered to be intrusive and they display a rather negative impact on the 
surrounding residential locality. Whilst it is recognised that the buildings are brick built 
and are of some interest, they do not make a significant contribution to the character or 
appearance of the conservation area. Their style and design no longer add to the 
character of the area. The buildings are therefore not of sufficient importance that they 
should necessarily be retained. Provided the proposed new buildings preserve or 
enhance the conservation area, the demolition of the application site is justified. The 
frontage of Site A is considered to be of high quality with an architectural elegance that 
merits preserving; it also holds an important position and significance within the 
conservation area and Wapping High Street. Hence the retention of the whole frontage is 
welcome and supported. 

 
  9.41 Planning Officers in conjunction with the Conservation Design Officer have reviewed the 

proposed scheme which had been the subject of comprehensive pre-application 
discussions and extensive negotiations once submitted, and have now been considered 
acceptable in principle. The proposal would significantly alter the appearance and 
function of these sites within the Conservation Area by virtue of the change of use. The 
acceptability of the alterations has been assessed in the context of the buildings‟ derelict 
state and the opportunity to restore the application site and return it to an active use. 
Additionally, in accordance with the NPPF (2012), regard has been given to the role the 
conversion and alterations would have, in enabling the wider regeneration of the 
application site and the delivery of affordable homes. Subject to the replacement 
buildings being of an appropriate scale, height, form and architectural quality, which is 
discussed further in the following section of this report, officers have no in principle 
objections to the loss of the existing buildings. 

 
9.42 As such, subject to appropriate conditions to ensure a Demolition Management is in 

place (prior to demolition) this part of the proposal would not result in adverse effects to 
the surrounding area. It is considered that the character and setting of the Wapping Wall 
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Conservation Area would be preserved, in accordance with policy SP10 of the Council‟s 
adopted Core Strategy (2010), policies DM24 and DM27 of the Managing Development 
Document (April 2013) and government guidance set out in Section 12 of the National 
Planning Policy Framework (2012). These policies and government guidance seek to 
ensure that development proposal protects and enhances the borough‟s heritage assets, 
their setting and their significance. 

 
Urban Design, Scale, Height, Massing and Form  

 
9.43 Policy 7.4 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to ensure that buildings, streets and 

open spaces provide a high quality design response that has regard to the pattern and 
grain of the existing spaces and streets, contributes to a positive relationship between the 
urban structure and natural landscape features, is human in scale, allows existing 
buildings and structures that make a positive contribution to the character of a place to 
influence the future character of the area, and is informed by the surrounding historic 
environment. 

 
9.44 Policy SP10(4) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) seeks to ensure that 

buildings and neighbourhoods promote good design principles to create buildings, 
spaces and places that are high-quality, sustainable, accessible, attractive, durable and 
well integrated with their surrounds. 

 
9.45 Policy DM24 of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) requires 

development to be designed to the highest quality standards, incorporating principles of 
good design and ensuring that the design is sensitive to and enhances the local 
character and setting of the development in terms of scale, height, mass, building plot 
sizes, building lines and setback, roof lines, streetscape rhythm, design details and 
through the use of high quality building materials and finishes. 

 
9.46 The factors that are most important in this respect are the buildings‟ scale, form, 

massing, proportion and silhouette, facing materials and relationship to other structures. 
The proposals are for the demolition of all buildings and structures on the three sites that 
together form the application site. Only one part of the site is being retained, which is Site 
A‟s frontage along Wapping High Street. The demolition would give way to a residential 
led scheme with a small corner retail unit. The buildings would range between three and 
five storeys in height with various set-back roof storeys. The benefit of this proposal 
would consist of 41 new housing units of which 14 would be affordable (11 units for social 
rent and 3 units for intermediate purposes) and a 47sqm retail unit along Wapping High 
Street. 

 
9.47 On the whole, the mass of the buildings has been designed so as to reduce their impacts 

on the surrounding area. The roofscapes of buildings on Site A and B would be set away 
from sensitive areas for example along Clave Street and Clegg Street. The mass and 
height of the buildings would respond to the variation in height and massing of 
surrounding buildings. Where appropriate, established building lines have been 
maintained to give definition and reinforce the streetscape. The architectural quality of 
the scheme is considered to be very high. A condition would require materials, 
balconies, doors and windows to be approved by the Council to ensure this high quality 
design is achieved at construction stage. Samples of bricks, being the main material, 
would be required and secured by condition. 

 
 Site A – Wapping High Street, Clave Street and Cinnamon Street 
 
9.48 The buildings on this site would occupy the larger plot and would deliver 27 residential 

units with a retail unit. They would be of different heights and considered as separate 
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parts/sections which would be built as a perimeter block with a central landscaped 
courtyard with entrances from Cinnamon Street, Wapping High Street and Clave Street. 
Any development on this site would be restricted by the existing large ventilation shaft 
and two fire escapes located to the north west of the site fronting Cinnamon Street. 
Other physical restrictions are the existing blocks along Wapping Dock Street to the 
south west, Falconet Court and Baltic Court to the east. These two existing buildings 
flank Site A.  

 

 
Figure 11: Ventilation shaft and fire escapes shown in red 

 
9.49 The two storey façade facing Wapping High Street would be retained and restored; this 

section of the building would remain two storey high; moving west, the section abutting 
Falconet Court would be five storey with a setback fifth/roof level (by approximately 7m); 
along Cinnamon Street to the north west, the residential block fronting the courtyard, 
would be built from first floor level to third floor, due to the existing restrictions of the large 
ventilation shaft and two fire escapes. The existing vent shaft and fire escapes blocks 
would be overhauled to appear as part of the development.  

 
9.50 Within the courtyard there are a two and a three storey buildings abutting Baltic Court. 

The two storey building would be entirely within the courtyard and would house 2 two 
bedroom duplexes. Moving north on Site A along Cinnamon Street in a corner location 
with Clave Street, the next section is the three storey building fronting Clave Street. This 
would be two storeys high with a setback third storey along Clave Street. This section 
would consist of 3 three bedroom triplexes. The three units would be directly accessed 
from ground floor on Clave Street with two floors of living space above. The third level 
would be set back to allow for balconies. This elevation would follow the building line and 
regular square form set by Baltic Court.  

 
9.51 As stated above, the retained façade along Wapping High Street would be restored. This 

façade would be clearly demarcated as two entities, one housing the retail unit and the 
other residential. The retail section would be refurbished and would retain one of the 
windows (the right window) and the other window (left) would become the shop‟s access 
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and entrance door. On first floor level, the design would introduce two new windows to 
provide light into the new bedrooms. These would consist of an arched top to reflect the 
adjacent gable (the larger residential retained frontage). The larger frontage would 
undergo minimal changes and would consist of the retained fenestration openings. The 
main entrance into the courtyard would be from Wapping High Street. The windows 
detailing would match those of Baltic Court. 

 
9.52 At ground floor level and in terms of all accesses and entrances, these are varied and 

are spread along all three elevations.  On Wapping High Street, as already mentioned 
the retail unit would be separately accessed through its own entrance. On the residential 
side, one entrance would lead directly into the courtyard. Within the courtyard, 9 of the 
duplexes would benefit from their own private entrances. Other entrances are for a plant 
room, bin store, cycle store and an enclosed porch and lobby for the three storey and 
five storey blocks of flats. Furthermore, the retail unit would also have a second access 
at the entrance of the courtyard. On Clave Street, the only accesses are the front door 
entrances to the three triplexes.  

 
9.53 Cinnamon Street would consist of a few more openings than is currently the case. 

Starting from the north, one door would lead to a cycle store and immediately after, 
would be the entry to the first fire escape; next entry door would be for a bin store 
followed by the entry for the second fire escape and a cycle store. The blocks of flats 
would have a second entrance (besides the one in the courtyard) from street level 
located north west along Cinnamon Street. The last door on this elevation would be 
leading into a plant room.  

 
9.54 The design of the facades has been informed by the existing warehouses which are 

characteristic of this part of the borough. The principal elevations of the buildings would 
be faced in brick which would be finished in a stretcher bond style. The buildings would 
have a strong vertical emphasis supported by the vertical bay windows in a crittall type 
window frames. These would be clad with a timber infill at the top of the windows. The 
elevations would also incorporate recessed and projected balconies for each unit. The 
upper level balconies would be inset, for example along Clave Street. Within the 
courtyard elevations, the building would incorporate a regular pattern of windows and 
balconies which would project over the communal space. These design features provide 
a degree of texture and architectural detailing to the façade and are considered 
aesthetically in keeping with the surrounding built form. The Cinnamon Street elevation 
would be equally faced with brick and finished in a brick stretcher bond. The plain brick 
wall above the ventilation shaft would be articulated with brick detailing and pattern to 
add some relief and create some interest on this flank wall. 

 
 Site B - 13-15 Cinnamon Street 
 
9.55 The proposed building on this site would be five storeys in height with a set-back roof 

storey. This building would contain 10 units including 2 two bedroom wheelchair 
accessible units for affordable housing. The building would be primarily faced in brick 
with a set-back roof storey and a communal amenity space at 4th floor. To the north, the 
building would read as a two storey plinth. From second to fourth floors the massing 
would be set back from the street and articulated with Tasman and Ross Houses. At 
ground level, the Cinnamon Street frontage would include a landscaped area to the west 
of the building; this would act as defensible space for the ground floor disabled flat. The 
entrance to the building is via Cinnamon Street with a rear access from Clegg Street to 
the refuse store. 

 
9.56 The building is recessed at the corner of the two streets to provide a child play 

space/external communal area for children and residents with play equipment and 
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seating. Access into the building would be at street level; however the units would be 
raised and a series of steps and 2 platform lifts would be provided for residents. One lift 
would be provided for the upper floors, which is considered acceptable.  The upper floors 
include projecting and inset balconies with glazed balustrades and a regular pattern of 
vertical fenestration. A further communal amenity space is provided at fourth floor for 
residents of the block. One of the flats (a two bedroom) on the second floor of this block 
would benefit from a very large terrace, measuring 67sqm. 

 
Site C, 14-16 Clegg Street 

 
9.57 This site would be occupied by a three storey building to accommodate 4 three bedroom 

town houses. The building has now been set back to achieve an acceptable and 
compliant pavement of 1.5m along the east side of Clegg Street. The massing of this 
building has been designed to reflect the other properties in Cinnamon Street. The four 
houses on this site would be in the affordable rented tenure and designed for families. 
The upper floor would be set back further and a glazed balustrade balcony would be 
introduced at this level. The building would be faced in brick and at ground level includes 
glazed entrances onto Commercial Street, together with an arched opening into to a 
colonnade that runs the length of the building, which is a key feature of the existing 
building.  

 
9.58 The owner/occupier of 18 Cinnamon Street has expressed concerns about the impact of 

this proposal on his property. His rear patio garden abuts the application site; there is an 
existing high wall that forms the boundary of the property which this proposal would not 
affect. The building has been set back at rear so as to address this issue with the 
neighbouring property. As shown below, the block on Site C is recessed at rear. A cycle 
store would be proposed at the ground floor of this block which would be accessed via 
Hilliards Court. 

 

 
Figure 12: North elevation of Site C 

 
9.59 In terms of scale, height and massing, it is considered that the proposed replacement 

buildings sit comfortably within the context of the surrounding built form. At five storeys, 
incorporating set-back roof storey, the building on Site B is of comparable height to other 
nearby buildings, including the residential blocks Tasman and Ross Houses. The 
proposals have been designed to complement local building heights. Further revisions at 
the request of officers have reduced the heights across the site. With regards to Site B, 
the proposal (21.185m) is lower than both neighbouring Ross House (21.230m 
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(excluding chimney)) and Tasman House (21.240m (excluding chimney)). The new 
building has been re-orientated and has a pitched roof matching that of the older houses. 
The building would respond well to its neighbours‟ and would appear subordinate in its 
massing when viewed from the street by the stepping down in height towards adjacent 
buildings and through the use of a set-back roof storey. As a result, the building would 
not appear overbearing in local views along Clegg Street and would sit comfortably at 
this corner location, in the view of officers. 

 
9.60 In terms of Site C, the building has been part of the architectural landscape and 

surrounding residents have been used to the low level industrial building. At 3 storeys, 
the replacement building would not appear incongruous within this historic landscape. 
There are other buildings in the vicinity of this height and higher. It is noted that the 
height of a building should be proportionate to its locality and sensitive to the context of 
its surroundings. Just because the existing building is of a certain height, does not mean 
that the replacement building should be capped at that height. To achieve a high 
architectural quality in a building, this should be demonstrated that through its form, 
massing, footprint, proportion and silhouette, facing materials a common detailed design 
and facing materials. It is therefore considered that the architectural approach is a robust 
residential brick building design. These elements include the provision of residential 
doors onto the street with defensible spaces at ground level where possible, balconies 
above and the use of brick as the primary facing material.  

 
9.61 In terms of site layout, the replacement buildings would broadly sit on the footprints of 

the existing buildings and the main access routes into the site would be similar but not in 
the case of Site C whereby the four houses have their own private entrances directly into 
the properties.  

 
9.62 It is recommended that a condition be included to secure details and sample of all facing 

materials, together with detailed drawings of the residential entrances, commercial 
entrance and elevation details including balconies and balustrades.   

 
9.63 Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposed development would incorporate 

the principles of good urban design and would take into account and respect the 
surrounding built form and public realm in terms of scale, height and massing, detailed 
design, layout, facing materials and finished appearance. The proposals would therefore 
accord with Policy SP10 (4) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy 
DM24 of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013).  

 
 Detailed Design Revisions  
 
9.64 This application forms the third iteration for this proposal. Two previous development 

proposals have been withdrawn. The proposal has been revised significantly to make it 
more in line with policies and has taken on board as many of the issues/points raised by 
objectors and officers. Below is a summary of the main revisions to this development 
since its submission in December 2015. 

 

 On Site A, windows on the retained façade along Wapping High Street; 

 Setback roof extension (fronting Cinnamon Street) removed;  

 Remaining lift over-run and side elevation of the block are set further back and 
are not visible from street level; 

 The elevation on Site A fronting Cinnamon Street (ventilation shaft) would be 
detailed in brick pattern to add interest to this blank/hostile wall; 

 On both Sites A and C, pitched roofs have been removed and replaced with flat 
roofs to better address building heights; 
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 On Site B, a portion of the 2 storey element fronting Cinnamon Street has been 
reduced and balconies are inset; 

 Walls have been closed in to the north between the neighbouring buildings; 

 On Site C, the large flank rear wall has been designed so that there are more 
details and articulations; 

 The east pavement along Clegg Street has been expanded and would now 
measure 1.5m. This has been achieved by pulling back the façade of the houses 
at ground floor; to ensure the first floor aligned with the ground floor, the front wall 
was pulled back. Bedroom layouts changed slightly and storage space was 
added for each apartment on the wall between stairs and bathroom 

 
Landscape and Materials 

  
9.65 The main landscaped areas are the private courtyard on Site A and the two amenity 

spaces on Site B, the ground floor child space and the fourth floor communal amenity. A 
condition would be attached to ensure that full details are provided for all these three 
spaces. Furthermore, details of all balconies and any privacy screenings would also be 
conditioned.  

 
9.66 The design of the hard landscaping has been informed by the historic development of 

the area. The line of the tunnel underneath the site is expressed by a sustainable urban 
drainage system running through the centre of the paved area. This would be achieved 
by a contemporary bio-swale style feature serving a number of functions. This bio-swale 
would also enhance ecology of the site. The lines of the bio-swale would be lined with 
bricks mimicking materials traditionally used for the tunnel construction. The depth of the 
water will be kept shallow with outfalls strategically positioned to ensure levels cannot 
rise above a certain point. A key component in constructing the Thames Tunnel was the 
revolutionary Tunnel Shield invented by Sir Marc Isambard Brunel‟s. Sculptural features 
would be designed within the courtyard to reflect the profile of this patented Tunnel 
Shield that was used to construct the original pedestrian tunnel. Other hard landscape 
materials would be sympathetic to the surrounding buildings including natural stone 
paving, brick and timber. 

 
9.67 Pedestrian access into Site A is via Wapping High Street and Cinnamon Street. In both 

cases, the courtyard sits higher than adjacent ground and a combination of steps, ramps 
and platform lifts would be provided for residents and visitors to the site. Soft 
landscaping would be in the form of trees especially picked to sympathise with the 
confines of the courtyard. A play space would be designed within the private courtyard 
by incorporating traditional structures and features such as spring board pads through 
planting, climbing frames and swings integrated into the base of the shield sculptures. A 
range of seating would also be provided. Subtle lighting would illuminate the courtyard 
and the feature shields would be lit up at night. Low level paths lights would also be 
positioned discretely throughout the courtyard alongside ramps and steps. Taken overall 
the proposed landscape treatment by the chosen use of materials and the general 
architectural approach taken to the design of the sculptures would be considered 
acceptable.   Should planning permission be granted, the precise nature of the materials 
and detailing would be controlled by condition. 

 
9.68 For Site B, the ground floor space would be equipped with appropriate play features 

intended for young children. References to the tunnel would be seen in the play 
equipment and bespoke dark metal railing would surround the space. 2 small trees 
would give the site a vertical emphasis and other green planting would also be 
introduced within this space. Officers would condition the materials and layout of this 
space as it is very close to one of the disabled two bedroom flat. Green privacy 
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screening or other methods of screening including defensive planting would be required 
in this part of the play space. 

 
9.69 Site C has no landscaped area but each house would be designed with a glazed 

balustrade balcony. In general roofs would be finished in slate; timber cladding and infill 
together with timber doors are also proposed for the whole development. In order to 
ensure that the facing materials and all other materials, doors, windows, balconies, 
privacy screens, communal and child play spaces are of satisfactory quality and finished 
appearance, it is recommended that samples and details of finishes are secured by 
condition. 

 
Housing  

 
Density  

 
9.70 The Housing SPG (March 2016) states that developments should aim to optimise rather 

than simply maximise housing potential. Of particular importance is the need to ensure 
good design and taking into account public transport capacity and local context and 
character. Other relevant factors include access to social infrastructure, open space and 
play provision. Optimisation could be defined as “developing land to the fullest amount 
consistent with all relevant planning objectives” as identified by various policies of the 
London Plan (MALP 2106), for example policy 3.5 and chapter 7 on design of the 
London Plan (MALP 2016). Local policies endorse this approach as well and policy 
SP02 of the adopted Core Strategy (2010) seek to ensure new housing developments 
optimise the use of land. However, it should be remembered that density only serves as 
an indication of the likely impact of development. The table below looks at the density 
matrix for different settings of an area, for example urban setting or central setting. 

 

          
Figure 13: Mayor of London Density matrix 

 
9.71 The application site measures approximately 0.22 hectares and the proposed 

development would have a residential density of 564 habitable rooms per hectare 
(hr/ha).  It is considered that the application site benefits from good access to public 
transport, being situated immediately adjacent to Wapping Overground Station (Site A) 
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and in close proximity to local bus routes and stops. The LBTH Transportation & 
Highways note that the Public Transport Accessibility Level (PTAL) for the site is 3 (and 
adjoining level 4). However, the more updated map below from the GLA shows the PTAL 
rating for the site within level 5 (light pink); it is also noted that the site is also close to the 
wider area‟s PTAL level of 4 (yellow).   

 

 
Figure 14: Public Transport Accessibility Level Map 

 
 
9.72  This second map (below) shows a forecast to the year 2021, and identifies the PTAL 

level for the site and a much wider area as being level 5 where it used to be within level 
4. Officers would use the GLA rating for the purpose of this application while applying the 
density matrix. 

 

 
Figure 15: Projected Public Transport Accessibility Level Map 

 
 
9.73 Given the density of the surrounding area, with nearby buildings on the south side of 

Wapping High Street being predominantly 6 storey in height with large foot prints and 
along Cinnamon Street, buildings of 5 to 6 storeys, it is considered that the setting of the 
application site for the purposes of calculating residential density lies within an „Urban‟ 
setting, as defined on the table 3.2 above. The above table sets out a target residential 
density range of 200-700 hr/ha for developments within „Urban‟ areas. The proposal 
would seek to deliver 41 residential units with a residential density of 564 habitable 
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rooms per hectare (hr/ha). Therefore, it is considered that this proposed density (in 
numerical terms) would be consistent with the London Plan (MALP 2016) density matrix. 

 
9.74 However, density ranges should not be applied mechanistically and a density within the 

London Plan matrix may be unacceptable, if the scale of development associated with 
the residential density exhibits symptoms of overdevelopment in terms of adverse 
impacts on the amenity of future residential occupiers, imposes adverse amenity impacts 
to neighbouring occupiers, gives rise to poor quality of urban design, fails to contribute 
positively to local character and place-making or results in adverse impacts upon the 
local townscape and heritage assets. It is noted that among the many concerns raised 
by objectors, density and overdevelopment were featured on a few occasions.  

 
9.75 The proposed density sits comfortably within the London Plan target residential density. 

Furthermore, the intent of the London Plan and Core Strategy policy SP02 is to optimise 
or develop land to the fullest amount consistent with all relevant planning objectives. As 
discussed in the design section on previous pages and in the coming amenity chapter, 
officers consider that these specific factors of overdevelopment have been found 
acceptable. It is considered that the proposal would provide good quality affordable and 
private homes with an appropriate mix, which would include a policy complaint quantum 
of on-site affordable housing; the proposal would also include a good proportion of family 
sized units, designed in a high architectural quality scheme that would positively respond 
to local context in terms of the surrounding built form, heritage environment and public 
realm. Therefore, taking into account the above, officers consider that the scheme would 
optimise the residential density of the site and would help to create a sustainable 
development, in accordance with the objectives of Policy 3.4 of the London Plan (MALP 
2016) and Policies SP02 and SP10 of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010). 

 
  Affordable Housing  

 
9.76 The NPPF identifies as a core planning principle the need to encourage the effective use 

of land through the reuse of suitably located previously developed land and buildings. 
Section 6 of the NPPF states that “housing applications should be considered in the 
context of the presumption in favour of sustainable development” and “Local planning 
authorities should seek to deliver a wide choice of high quality homes, widen 
opportunities for home ownership and create sustainable, inclusive and mixed 
communities.” This section of the report would now consider the acceptability of the 
housing provision with regard to the level of affordable housing, mix of tenures, mix of 
dwelling sizes and provision of wheelchair units. The application would seek to deliver a 
total of 41 residential units with one small retail unit on Wapping High Street. The 
quantum of housing proposed would assist in increasing London‟s supply of housing and 
meeting the Council‟s housing target, as outlined in policy 3.3 of the London Plan and 
therefore would make a positive contribution to meeting local, regional targets and 
national planning objectives. 

 
9.77 The London Plan Policy 3.9 seeks to encourage mixed and balanced communities with 

mixed tenures promoted across London. Policy 3.11 identifies that there is a strategic 
priority for affordable family housing and that boroughs should set their own overall 
targets for affordable housing provision over the plan period which can be expressed in 
absolute terms or as a percentage.  London Plan Policy 3.12 is considered to be of 
particular relevance as it provides guidance on negotiating affordable housing provision 
on individual sites. The policy requires that the maximum reasonable amount should be 
secured on application sites while having regard to: 

 
 Current and future requirements for affordable housing at local and regional 

levels; 
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 Affordable housing targets; 
 The need to encourage rather than restrain development; 
 The need to promote mixed and balanced communities; 
 The size and type of affordable housing needed in particular locations; and, 
 The specific circumstances of the site.  

 
9.78 The supporting text to the policy encourages developers to engage with an affordable 

housing provider to progress a scheme. Boroughs should take a reasonable and flexible 
approach to affordable housing delivery as overall, residential development should be 
encouraged rather than restrained.  

 
9.79 The Local Plan seeks a percentage of 35%-50% of affordable housing by habitable room 

per development subject to viability as set out in part 3a of the Core Strategy. The 
London Plan and NPPF also emphasise that developments should not be constrained by 
planning obligations. 

 
9.80 Paragraph 173 of the NPPF states that: “the sites and scale of development identified in 

the plan should not be subject to such a scale of obligations and policy burdens that their 
ability to be developed viably is threatened.” Policy 3.12 of the London Plan is clear that 
viability is a consideration when negotiating affordable housing - “negotiations on sites 
should take account of their individual circumstances including development viability” - 
and the need to encourage rather than restrain development.  

 
9.81 The scheme would propose to deliver an affordable provision of 14 units, comprising of 

11 units for affordable rent (borough framework) (on Site B and C) and 3 units for 
intermediate purposes (on Site B). 27 units are for the private market (Site A). The 
applicant would seek to provide an affordable housing offer of 37% by habitable room.  A 
viability appraisal was submitted with the scheme and this was independently assessed 
by the Council‟s financial viability consultants.  The review of the appraisal concluded 
that the proposed offer would maximise the affordable housing that can viably be 
achieved within this scheme.  

 
9.82 The affordable housing is being offered at a 78:22 split (by habitable rooms) between 

affordable-rented units and intermediate units.  The London Plan seeks a ratio of 60:40, 
whilst Local Plan policy seeks a 70:30 split.  The variance from policy, in the context of 
this scheme, is considered relatively minor and the tenure split is supported with the 
provision of five larger rented affordable family sized units. The applicant has confirmed 
that the rented units would come forward at Affordable Rents in line with the Council‟s 
preferred Borough Framework rent levels for the E1 postcode area. The rental levels for 
the affordable units would be as follows: (updated 2016-17 per week for E1 area 
postcode) 1bed £236, 2bed £256 and 3bed £278; these are inclusive of service charges. 

 
9.83 Whilst the scheme falls outside of the Council‟s preferred tenure split, on balance the 

split is considered acceptable in this instance, given that the scheme provides a high 
proportion of family sized homes within the affordable tenure and that the overall 
residential quality would be high.   

 
 Housing Mix 
 
9.84 Pursuant to Policy 3.8 of the London Plan (MALP 2016), new residential development 

should offer genuine housing choice, in particular a range of housing size and type. 
Policy SP02 of the Core Strategy also seeks to secure a mixture of small and large 
housing, requiring an overall target of 30% of all new housing to be of a size suitable for 
families (three-bed plus) including 45% of new affordable rented homes to be for 
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families. Policy DM3 (part 7) of the MDD requires a balance of housing types including 
family homes.  

 
9.85 The table below compares the proposed housing mix against policy requirements.  
  

Market Sale Units 

Unit Size No. Units Proposed % LBTH Target % 

Studio 0 0 0 

1 bed 8 29.5% 50% 

2 bed 14 52% 30% 

3 bed 5 18.5% 
20% 

4 bed - - 

TOTAL 27 100% 100% 

Intermediate (Shared Ownership) Units 

Studio 0 0 0 

1 bed 1 33% 25% 

2 bed 0 0 50% 

3 bed 2 67% 25% 

4 bed 0 0 0% 

TOTAL 3 100% 100% 

Affordable Rented Units 

Studio 0 0 0 

1 bed 2 18% 30% 

2 bed 4 36% 25% 

3 bed 5 46% 30% 

4 bed 0 0 15% 

TOTAL 11 100% 100% 

Figure 16: Proposed housing mix considered against policy requirements 
    
9.86 In line with policies, overall, the scheme would provide an excess of new affordable 

rented homes for families (three-bed) at 46% (policy requirement being 45%); the overall 
target of all new housing is 30% and this scheme nearly matches this provision at 
29.2%. 

 
9.87 The rest of the provision would be as follows: there is an under provision of one bedroom 

units at market tenure against policy targets, with an overprovision of 2 bed units and a 
good quantum of 3 bedroom; this is not considered a major deviation from policy, given 
the above target provision of the other two tenures. Furthermore, it is worth noting the 
advice within London Mayor‟s Housing SPG in respect of the market housing.  The SPG 
argues that it is inappropriate to crudely apply “housing mix requirements especially in 
relation to market housing, where, unlike for social housing and most intermediate 
provision, access to housing in terms of size of accommodation is in relation to ability to 
pay, rather than housing requirements”. The proposed mix in the market housing sector 
is, in the view of officers, appropriate to the context and constraints of this site.  

 
9.88 As it is a relatively small development, the proposed intermediate mix would over 

provide, in percentage terms, in both the 1 bed and 3 bed units; however, there is no 
provision of 2 bed units against a policy requirement of 50% for this tenure type. 
Furthermore, in view of the scheme‟s provision of a high number of family sized units 
within the affordable rent tenure and the high residential quality of the development, 
officers consider that the departure from the Council‟s tenure is justified in this instance.  
On balance, it is not considered that departure from the Council‟s preferred tenure mix is 
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serious enough to warrant a refusal of the application especially in view of the schemes 
overall benefits.   

 
9.89 The affordable rented mix would include an under provision of 1 bed at 18%, but an 

above target provision of 2 bed at 36% and an above target provision of 3 bed at 46%. 
However, officers consider that the „Affordable Rented‟ mix is acceptable in this instance 
as it helps to maximise the delivery of larger family sized rented units, for which there is 
an identified need in the Borough. Additionally, the scheme‟s communal amenity space 
and child play space provision takes account of the scheme‟s comparatively higher level 
family accommodation. Also, it is noted that the large family rented homes are provided 
with separate kitchens.  

 
9.90 Overall, it is considered that the proposed development would provide a suitable mix of 

unit sizes, including a good overall range of units, as well as a good proportion of family 
sized (3 bed) affordable rented units. Whilst it is noted there is a high proportion of 3 bed 
units within the „Intermediate‟ tenure, it is considered that the overall mix, including a 
high proportion of family sized units, is acceptable. Furthermore, in the context of the 
overall financial viability, the share of affordable rented and intermediate housing, the 
mix of rented tenures and the emphasis on a large proportion of the affordable rented 
units to be larger family sized units, all delivered at borough framework rents, the mix of 
unit sizes is considered acceptable mix and consistent with Policy 3.8 of the London 
Plan (MALP 2016), Policy SP02 and Policy DM3 (part 7) of the Local Plan which seeks 
to ensure developments provide an appropriate housing mix to meet the needs of the 
Borough. 

 
9.91 Therefore, the overall mix of unit sizes and tenures would make a positive contribution to 

a mixed and balanced community in this location as well as recognising the needs of the 
Borough as identified in the Council‟s Strategic Housing Market Assessment.  It reflects 
the overarching principles of national, regional and local policies and guidance. 

 
 Residential Design & Space Standards 
 
9.92   Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to ensure that new residential 

developments accord with the minimum space standards set out in Table 3.3 (in the 
London Plan) and take into account factors relating to „arrival‟ at the building and the 
„home as a place of retreat‟, have adequately sized rooms and convenient and efficient 
room layouts, meet the changing needs of Londoners over their lifetimes, address 
climate change adaptation and mitigation and social inclusion objectives.  

 
9.93      Policy DM4(1) of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) seeks 

to ensure that all housing developments have adequate provision of internal space in 
order to provide an appropriate living environment, to accord with the minimum space 
standards in the London Plan (MALP 2016). 

 
9.94 The proposed residential units have been assessed against the above policies, together with 

the design standards set out within the Housing Supplementary Planning Guidance 
(2012) and London Plan (MALP 2016); it is noted that all the units either meet or exceed 
the relevant space and design standards. Due to the sites‟ constraints and the typology 
of the surrounding area it is accepted that the majority of the residential units on all three 
sites would be single aspect. This is currently the case for the residential units at 
Falconet Court and Baltic Court. However, the units are not all north facing. On Site C 
the four houses would be single aspect, west facing. On Site B, 6 of the units would be 
single aspects and facing south, east and west. On Site A, the site is extremely 
constrained and out of the 27 units, 4 duplex units would be north/west facing; 8 further 
flats on the upper levels would also be facing in the same direction north west of the site. 
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However, all these units have been arranged with the living areas located close to the 
windows, to maximise the levels of daylight to the primary living spaces, whilst the 
kitchens and bathrooms are located to the rear of the rooms. It is considered that this 
approach provides a degree of mitigation. 

 
9.95     Taking into account the above, it is considered that on balance, the proposed residential 

units are well designed and include adequate internal space so as to provide an 
appropriate living environment for future residential occupants. The proposal therefore 
accords with Policy DM4 (1) of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document 
(2013) and Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (2015). 

 
Private Amenity Space 

 
9.96      Policy SP02 (6e) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM4 (2) of 

the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) require residential 
developments to include adequate provision of private amenity space. Specifically, a 
minimum of 5sqm must be provided for each 1-2 person dwelling with an additional 
1sqm to be provided for each additional occupant, with balconies/terraces to have a 
minimum width of 1,500mm.  

 
9.97     Each of the residential units includes a balcony, terrace or small patio gardens, which 

either meet or exceed the Council‟s minimum amenity space standards. As such, it is 
considered that the proposals include adequate provision of private amenity space.  

 
Communal Amenity Space 

 
9.98. Policy DM4 (2) of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) 

requires all developments with 10 or more residential dwellings to include adequate 
provision of communal amenity space. Specifically, 50sqm of communal amenity space 
must be provided for the first 10 units, with a further 1sqm to be provided for every 
additional unit thereafter. The proposed development would deliver 41 new residential 
units, for which adopted policy therefore requires a minimum provision of 81sqm of 
communal amenity space which is roughly equivalent to 2sqm per each new home. On a 
site by site basis, the requirement for each site would be as follows: Site A would require 
54sqm; Site B requires 20sqm any and Site C would need a total of 8sqm of communal 
amenity space. 

 
9.99. The proposal would include the provision of 382sqm of communal amenity space at 

ground level within Site A; the 67sqm policy requirement of communal space is easily 
delivered within Site A. The courtyard would be for the sole use of the residents of the 27 
units on Site A. It would be landscaped with hard and soft landscaping including timber 
decking. It is noted that this courtyard would also serve as the entrance to many of the 
units together with spaces for cycle storage plus plant room. The line of the tunnel 
running underneath the site would be expressed by the sustainable urban drainage 
system running through the centre of the paved area. The applicant would also propose 
a sculptural feature, designed to reflect the profile of Sir Marc Isambard Brunel‟s 
patented Tunnel Shield that was used to construct the original pedestrian tunnel. The 
site would also encompass child play space and this would be further explored in the 
next section on child play space. 

 
9.100. On Site B, a further 58sqm is proposed on the fourth floor which will provide communal 

amenity space for residents of both Site B and C. Both Sites B and C would be within the 
affordable tenure and it is considered acceptable that both this communal  space is 
shared by the residents of the two blocks.   
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9.101. Given the site‟s constraints, it is considered that on the whole, the provision of communal 
amenity space exceeds policy requirements. It is recommended that a condition be 
included to secure full details of all hard and soft landscaping within the two sites, 
including the child play space, communal amenity spaces and the sculpture. Subject to 
condition, it is considered that the proposals include adequate provision of communal 
amenity space, in accordance with Policy DM4 (2) of the Council‟s adopted Managing 
Development Document (2013).  

 
Child Play Space 

 
9.102. Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) states that all new housing developments 

should make provision for public, communal and open spaces, taking particular account 
of the needs of children and older people.   

 
9.103. Policy SP02(6e) of the Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM4(2) of the Council‟s adopted 

Managing Development Document (2013) require developments providing family homes 
to include adequate child play space, with at least 10sqm of play space to be provided 
for each child. 

 
9.104. The Mayor of London‟s Play and Informal Recreation Supplementary Planning Guidance 

(2012) seeks to ensure that all children and young people have access to places for play 
within reasonable and safe walking distance of new residential developments. For 
children under 5 years old play spaces should be provided within 100m of their homes, 
whilst for 5-11 year olds play spaces should be within 400m of their homes and for 12+ 
year old should be within 800m. 

 
9.105. The proposal would deliver a total of 41 residential units. Using the Borough‟s child yield 

evidence base, the scheme is predicted to yield 16 children as shown below: 
 

 Under 5s 5-11 year olds 11+ year olds Total 

Child Yield 7.67 5.53 3.24 16.437 

Required 
Play space 
(sq. m) 

76.7 55.3 32.4 164.4 

Figure 17: Child play space required (based on borough child yields) 
 
9.106. As the sites and tenures are split, officers have simplified the level of child play space 

required for each, in the table below.   
 

 Under 5s 5-11 year olds 11+ year olds Total 

Private 19.6sqm 8.0sqm 2.0sqm 29.6sqm 

Intermediate 7.5sqm 6.6sqm 5.0sqm 19.1sqm 

Affordable 
rent 

49.6sqm 40.7sqm 25.4sqm 115.73sqm 

Required 
Play space 
(sq.m) 
TOTAL 

76.7sqm 55.3sqm 32.4sqm 164.4sqm 

Figure 18: Child play space requirement by age and tenure 
 
9.107. The child occupancy and play space requirement have also been calculated by the GLA 

calculator. Whilst the GLA child yield estimate is based upon London data, it is 
considered the more reliable estimate figure, given it is currently derived from a more 
recent data set, compared to the one used to produce the Borough based estimate.  The 
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table below shows the calculations for child play space for the entire development. 
 

 
Figure 19: Child play space requirement (based on GLA child yields) 

 
 
9.108. The above table shows that a total number of 18 children would be expected as a result 

of this proposal. 8 children under the age of 5, 6 children between the ages of 5-11 and 
4 children over the age of 12. 
 

9.109. Child space on Site A for the private tenure is incorporated within the central courtyard 
(382sqm). It is noted that a total of 30sqm would be required for children of all age 
groups within this tenure and this can be adequately accommodated on site. Within Site 
B, the proposal would provide approximately 77sqm of dedicated play space. This 
provision would satisfy and exceed the policy requirement for the under 5‟s age group 
for both affordable rented and intermediate tenures where a target of 57sqm has been 
identified. However, it is noted that there would be no on-site provision of child play 
space for 5-11 and 11+ year olds.  

 
9.110. Whilst „door step‟ play space provision is a necessary requirement for children space 

provision for under 5‟s the Local Plan and the Mayor of London‟s „Children and Young 
People‟s Play and Information Recreation SPG recognises for older children recourse to 
existing off site play space within the surrounding area can legitimately help contribute 
towards meeting a new development‟s minimum child play space requirements. For 
children between ages 5 and 11 off site provision needs to be within 400m walking 
distance and 800 metre for children 12 and over with consideration given to whether the 
route to this off site play space is convenient and safe. This reinforces the importance of 
providing the play space for under 5‟s on-site wherever possible, whilst acknowledging 
that play space for older children can be provided further afield.  The map below shows 
the locations of other parks and play areas within the vicinity of the site. 
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Figure 18: Map showing proximity to local parks 

 
 
9.111. It is noted that there are public parks and gardens located a short distance from the site 

which could be used for play by 5-11 and 12+ year olds living at the site, including the 
play area north of the site in Prusom Street, which is located 65m away and Wapping 
Rose Gardens, which is located 180m to the west of the site. Wapping Gardens lie 237m 
west of the site and has a ball court for older children. The swimming baths on The 
Highway and St George‟s in the East Public Park and gardens are 600m north of the 
site. Wapping Woods is 290m away to the north. King Edward Memorial Park some 
600m to the east also offers play areas for older kids. Notwithstanding, the existing parks 
and play spaces around the site, it is also of note that this scheme would yield 18 
children (GLA calculations) only and 8 of those would be under 5‟s and their play space 
would be provided. A total of 10 children would need access to other play spaces and 
parks in the area or within at least 400m and 800m. It is considered that the spaces 
mentioned above and as seen on the map, lie well within the recommended maximum 
walking distances set out in the Mayor of London‟s Play and Informal Recreation SPG 
(2012) and could cater for 10 additional children.  

 
9.112. . As the proposal is meeting its on-site play space requirements for under 5‟s, and given 

that there are public gardens and parks located a short distance from the site that could 
be used for play by future 5-11 and 11+ year olds living at the site, it is considered that 
the proposed play space provision is on balance acceptable in this instance. Whilst 
officers acknowledge pressure on existing parks and play spaces through cumulative 
developments, it is considered, in this instant that given such a low number of children 
and all the parks available, on balance the proposed child play space strategy would 
adequately meet the requirements of the child population generated by the scheme.  It is 
recommended that a condition be included to secure full details of the on-site child play 
space.   
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9.113. Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposed provision of child play space is 
acceptable on balance, in accordance with the objectives of Policy SP02 (6e) of the 
Core Strategy (2010), Policy DM4 (2) of the Council‟s adopted Managing Development 
Document (2013) and Policy 3.5 of the London Plan (MALP 2016).  

 
Inclusive Design and Wheelchair Adaptable/Accessible Homes 

 
9.114. Of the 41 proposed units, the application would propose the delivery of 4 wheelchair 

units/13% by habitable room. 2 two bedroom units would be wheelchair adaptable within 
Site A on the first floor, in the market tenure. A further 2 two bedroom units would be 
provided as wheelchair accessible in the affordable rented tenure and these would be 
located within Site B at ground floor level. Each flat would have its own private and direct 
access into the flats. The wheelchair units on the first floor would be served by cores 
that include 2 lifts, which the Council would support as this would provide wheelchair 
access resilience in the event that one lift is out of service.  

 
9.115. Officers welcome the affordable rented wheelchair units to be provided as wheelchair 

accessible, whilst the market tenure wheelchair units would be as wheelchair adaptable. 
Conditions should be included to require the delivery of 13% wheelchair 
adaptable/accessible homes, together 1:50 plans of the wheelchair units, and to require 
the units to be designed to accord with Part M4 (3B) of the new Building Regulations 
(optional requirements for wheelchair dwellings), which came into force on 1st October 
2015.  

 
9.116. Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposed development would provide an 

appropriate environment for wheelchair users and accords with current accessibility 
standards, in accordance with Policy SP02 (6) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy 
(2010).  

 
 Neighbouring Amenity  
 
9.113 Core Strategy Policy SP10 „Creating Distinct and Durable Places‟ and MDD Policy DM25 

„Amenity‟ require development to protect the amenity of adjoining and surrounding 
existing and future residents as well as the surrounding public realm.  Indeed Policy 
DM25 of MDD seeks development, to not just protect but where possible improve the 
amenity of surrounding existing and future residents and building occupants, as well as 
the amenity of the surrounding public realm.  The policy states that this should be 
achieved by; not resulting in an unacceptable loss of privacy, nor enable an 
unreasonable level of overlooking or unacceptable increase in the sense of enclosure; 
avoiding a loss of unacceptable outlook, not resulting in an unacceptable material 
deterioration of sun lighting and day lighting conditions or overshadowing to surrounding 
open space and not creating unacceptable levels of noise, vibration, light pollution or 
reductions in air quality during construction or operational phase of the development. 

 
9.114 As noted above under Section 8 - Local Representation – of this report,  258 letters were 

sent to neighbouring properties notifying them of this proposal. 12 individual letters of 
objection were received together with a petition against, consisting of 56 signatures.  The 
following section would seek to address some of the concerns raised in terms of 
daylight/sunlight, overlooking and loss of privacy. 
 
Daylight and Sunlight – Impacts on Neighbouring Properties  

 
9.128 The day lighting conditions at neighbouring properties are normally calculated by two 

main methods, namely the Vertical Sky Component (VSC) and No Sky Line (NSL). 
Building Research Establishment (BRE) guidance in relation to VSC requires an 
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assessment of the amount of daylight striking the face of a window. The VSC should be 
at least 27%, or should be reduced to no less than 0.8 times their former value, in order 
to ensure that sufficient light is still reaching windows. These figures should be read in 
conjunction with other factors, including NSL, which takes into account the distribution of 
daylight within the room and figures should not exhibit a reduction beyond 20% of their 
former value. 

 
9.129 The VSC is a quantified measurement of the amount of skylight falling on a vertical wall 

or window. The BRE handbook suggests a window should retain at least 27% VSC or 
retain at least 80% of the pre-development VSC value. The significance of loss of 
daylight can be summarised as follows: 

 

 0-20% reduction – Negligible   

 21-30% reduction – Minor significance  

 31-40% reduction – Moderate significance  

 Above 40% reduction – Substantial significance    
 

9.130 Sunlight is assessed through the calculation known as the Annual Probable Sunlight 
Hours (APSH), which considers the amount of sunlight available during the summer and 
winter for each window facing within 90 degrees of due south (i.e. windows that receive 
direct sunlight). The amount of sunlight that a window receives should not be less than 
5% of the APSH during the winter months of 21 September to 21 March, so as to ensure 
that such windows are reasonably sunlit. In addition, any reduction in APSH beyond 20% 
of its former value would be noticeable to occupants and would constitute a material 
reduction in sunlight. 

 
9.131 The application has been accompanied by Daylight, Sunlight and Overshadowing 

Report, prepared by Point 2 Surveyors, which has been independently assessed by the 
Council‟s appointed consultant, BRE. The results of the assessment are provided below.  

 
9.132 The properties that are likely to be affected by this proposal have been analysed by Point 

2 and the Council‟s independent adviser BRE, has evaluated these same properties. 
They are 138-140 and 142-146 Wapping High Street, Baltic Court, 2-12 Clave Street, 18-
32 Cinnamon Street, Tasman House, Ross House and Columbus House. The evaluation 
concludes that loss of daylight to all windows within 142-146 Wapping High Street, 2-8 
Clave Street 20-32 Cinnamon Street, Columbus House and Tasman House would be 
within the BRE guidelines and the impact to these buildings could be considered 
negligible.   

 
9.133 There would be a loss of daylight outside the BRE guidelines to a small number of 

windows in 138-140 Wapping High Street, Baltic Court, 10-12 Clave Street and 18 
Cinnamon Street. The impact to those buildings is classed as minor adverse because the 
loss of light is just outside the BRE guidelines.  

 
9.134 Several windows are affected in Ross House, however, the majority of windows meet the 

guidelines. This is considered in more detail below. Loss of sunlight to all main living 
rooms would be within the BRE guidelines. Two rooms in Tasman House would suffer a 
loss outside the guideline values but these are bedroom windows for which loss of 
sunlight is less important. 

 
9.135 The two proposed amenity spaces were also analysed and it is confirmed that these 

would achieve the recommended level in the BRE guidance.  
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9.136 It should be noted that some local residents have objected to the proposal on the 
grounds that it would result in a loss or partial loss of views from their properties. Matters 
pertaining to impacts on views and/or property values are not normally considered to be 
material planning considerations and it is not considered that there would be any special 
circumstances which would justify treating them as such in this case. 

 
9.137 The following section would look at the impacts of the proposal on the properties that 

have been tested.  
   

Detailed assessment of the proposal‟s impacts 
 
138-140 Wapping High Street 
 

9.138 This property is located to the south east of the site and is a newly built seven storey 
mixed use development. There are 44 windows facing the site which serve 32 rooms. 31 
out of the 31 rooms will be fully BRE compliant in terms of VSC and/or NSL. The impact 
of the proposal on this property is therefore considered negligible and the occupants 
would unlikely notice any alteration to their levels of daylight. A first floor kitchen would 
experience an NSL alteration which is beyond the BRE guidelines; however, in terms of 
VSC this room is fully BRE compliant. In terms of sunlight, all rooms would be fully 
compliant with the BRE guidelines and the effect on these rooms is considered 
negligible. 

 
 142-146 Wapping High Street 
 
9.139 142-146 Wapping High Street lies to the east of the application site and is considered to 

be further away so that any impact would be completely compliant in terms of the BRE 
guidelines. Out of the 62 windows tested, all were compliant and these residents are 
unlikely to notice any alteration to their levels of daylight. Similarly, sunlight levels are 
also compliant and the effect is considered to be negligible.  

 
 Baltic Court 
 
9.140 This property is on the eastern edge of the property along Clave Street and its rear 

elevation abuts the application site. It is a three storey property and only the second floor 
would be affected by the proposal. Only two windows (bedroom and lounge) would be 
affected but these rooms are served by other windows which meet the guidelines. 
Therefore, the impact is assessed as being minor adverse. One resident wrote with 
regards to the impact on their daylight; however, as reported all windows tested were 
compliant.  

 
 2-12 Clave Street 
 
9.141 This property is a row of terraced houses opposite Site A and in the case of 12 Clave 

Street, opposite Site C as well. 2-8 would have a negligible loss of their daylight and 
sunlight amenity. All 41 windows have been assessed and they pass the BRE guidelines. 
These properties are also dual aspect.  In the case of 10 Clave Street, this unit is 
approximately 11m away from Site A. 11 windows serve 7 rooms facing Site A. All 
windows would be within the BRE guidelines in terms of VSC. There is a noticeable 
effect on the daylight distribution on three rooms; however, these rooms are served by 3 
windows in total and the overall impact is seen as being minor adverse.  It is noted that 
the resident at 10 Clave objected on loss of light and direct overlooking. In this instance 
and in accordance with the independent assessment undertaken, the loss of light would 
not be considered as significant as to affect the resident‟s enjoyment of their property. 
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Furthermore, officers visited this property and the room in question is dual aspect and 
has more than one window on both elevations. 

  
9.142 12 Clave Street sits on the corner with Clave and Cinnamon Street. All windows within 6 

rooms of this property have been tested and two of the rooms have two windows. 3 of the 
6 rooms would be fully BRE compliant in terms of VSC. The two ground floor rooms 
would experience VSC and NSL alterations which are beyond the guidance and these 
would be assessed as being minor significant, especially when taken together with their 
daylight amenity values. It is also noted that the ground floor windows are already 
shadowed by a fence surrounding the corner of the site. Loss of sunlight for the whole 
terrace would be within the BRE guidelines for all main windows.   

 
9.143 A first floor room (R2/61) would experience an alteration in NSL beyond the guidance; 

however, its VSC would be over 26% again the BRE recommendation of 27%. Therefore, 
this room‟s loss in daylight amenity would be considered to be minor. Officers visited this 
property as well and it was noted that there is a surrounding wall that encloses the urban 
garden. Furthermore, the ground floor level room has a window and door. The results of 
the assessment show that on balance, this property would not suffer an excessive loss of 
its daylight or sunlight.   

 
 18-32 Cinnamon Street 
 
9.144 This row of terraced properties is three storey high and abuts Site C to its east. No VSC 

losses are noted for 20-32 Cinnamon Street. The effect of this proposal to these houses 
would be negligible. 18 Cinnamon Street is located close to the site and one room 
(R1/41) (out of two) would experience a VSC alteration above the recommended 
guideline. The other window would pass the VSC daylight test. The effect on this room is 
therefore considered as being minor in nature. Loss of sunlight to the whole terrace 
would be within the BRE guidelines. Residents at 18, 20, 22 and 28 wrote in to object 
about this proposal. Officers visited the properties at 18 and 20 Cinnamon Street. As with 
the properties on Clave Street these properties are dual aspect with more than one 
window in the living rooms. In accordance with the independent assessment, it is noted 
that only 18 Cinnamon Street would experience an alteration in is VSC and that is only to 
one window within a room with two windows. The effect to these houses would be 
negligible.  

 
 Tasman House 
 
9.145 An objection letter came from a resident of Tasman House. Officers visited this resident 

and it was noted that the flats are dual aspects. This block of flats is situated close to Site 
B and in the northwest direction. There are no windows on this elevation. The flats are 
dual aspect and to the north east is Site C where the entrance of the flats are located. 
There are 63 windows serving 59 rooms and they have all been tested. All windows 
assessed would meet BRE guidance in terms of VSC and NSL alterations and therefore 
they would pass their daylight amenity level.  

 
9.146 In terms of sunlight level, this is an issue for the south west side of the building. All living 

rooms would meet the guidance. Two rooms which would not pass the test are bedrooms 
and the BRE report states that loss of sunlight is less important in this instance. That 
said, it is noted that both these rooms would retain a 3% winter APSH against the 
recommended 5% and in terms of total APSH the rooms would retain 32% and 41% 
against a recommended 25%. In view of these values and the fact that these rooms are 
bedrooms and within an urban location such as this, the effect would be considered as 
minor in nature.  
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 Ross House 
 
9.147 Whilst no objection letters came from this block of flats, officers paid a visit to two flats 

during their meeting with residents. This block of flats is very similar to Tasman House 
and is dual aspect. Ross House would face Site A in its entirety. It would also have an 
oblique view of Site B as it sits alongside this site. The property is five storeys tall and is 
abutted by a blank wall currently forming part of Site B. 41 out of 55 windows assessed 
would meet BRE guidance.  

 
9.148 6 windows on ground floor level would suffer a loss of light outside of the BRE guidance, 

as would 3 on the first, 2 on the second and 1 on the third floors. For most of these 
windows, the loss of light is only marginally outside the guidelines and 3 of these 
windows already have low VSC due to the balcony above them.  

 
9.149 Two further rooms would suffer VSC alterations above the BRE recommended 

maximum; however, the NSL alterations to these rooms are well within the BRE 
guidance.  

 
 Columbus House 
 
9.150 This block of flats is similar to Tasman and Ross Houses. It lies to the west of the 

application site and is the furthest away. Residential properties are located above the 
ground floor café. All windows assessed would meet BRE VSC guidance.  Loss of 
sunlight would also be acceptable and furthermore the windows in question face to the 
north east.   

 
Context for daylight and sunlight losses 
 

9.151 It is inevitable that in an urbanised borough such as Tower Hamlets and with such 
pressure being placed on the local planning authority to optimise the potential of 
development sites, daylight and sunlight infringement would be a regular occurrence.  In 
reaching final conclusions in relation to daylight and sunlight impacts, sufficient weight 
needs to be given (a) to the nature of buildings and street patterns, (b) the current levels 
of daylight and sunlight enjoyed by existing residential occupiers that may fall below the 
absolute targets set out in the BRE Guidelines and (c) due weight and impact given to 
any existing consent that has yet to be implemented.  

 
9.152 It is therefore fair and appropriate for the Council to apply a certain amount of flexibility 

when applying the recommendations, as set out in the BRE Guidelines.  This degree of 
flexibility is utilised on a regular basis. However, as Members will be aware, one needs to 
make judgements as to the acceptability of daylight and sunlight infringements on a case 
by case basis, when balanced against other material planning considerations.  

 
Conclusion   
 

9.153 In this instance, the development is considered acceptable in terms of daylight/sunlight 
as the impacts of the scheme taken overall is well within normal levels of failings given 
the urban context and with an acceptance that any new development, however modest in 
its height, might have significant impacts on a small number of neighbouring windows.   

 
9.154 Although, it is acknowledged that there would be some daylight and sunlight impacts on 

neighbouring properties and these would result in a detrimental impact on the amenities 
of those residential occupiers, on balance, the proposed development is considered to 
accord with Policy SP10(4) of the adopted Core Strategy (2010), and Policy DM25 of the 
Managing Development Document (2013). 
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Daylight and Sunlight within the Development  

 
9.155 The daylight conditions within new homes are normally assessed in terms of the 

Average Daylight Factor (ADF). British Standard 8206 recommends the following 
minimum ADF values for new residential dwellings: 

 

 >2% for kitchens; 

 >1.5% for living rooms; and 

 >1% for bedrooms. 
 
9.156 Only the windows of the lowest two floors – ground and first - of the proposed 

development have been tested by Point 2. A total of 67 rooms have been tested to 
establish the ADF standards and 58 would meet the required ADF value, representing 
87% of the total number of rooms. 7 of the 9 rooms which do not meet the minimum 
daylight amenity levels do so because their view is obscured by balconies belonging to 
the above flats. The test was also carried out without the balconies and had this been 
the intended design for the upper floors flats, the compliance level would have been 
97%.  However, this approach is not a recommended measure especially if these said 
balconies are not being removed.  

 
9.157 The two remaining rooms that do not meet their ADF are a ground floor kitchen in Block 

B (Site B) and a first floor living space within Site A. The levels achieved are 1.3% and 
1.81% respectively. Where living/kitchen/dining rooms fall below the target ADF levels, 
the living areas are located close to the windows, to maximise the levels of daylight to 
the primary living spaces, whilst the kitchens are located to the rear of the rooms. It is 
considered that this approach provides a degree of mitigation. The independent 
assessment by bre states that daylight provision would be generally good for most of the 
scheme. It should be noted that the new buildings are all very close to each other. In the 
case of Sites B and C, the separation distance is less than 9m. This would normally 
(using the recommended 18m window separation distance) be insufficient to enable the 
daylight standards to be met.  

 
9.158 Taking into account the above, on balance it is considered that the proposed residential 

units would be afforded adequate levels of daylight, in accordance with the objectives of 
Policy SP10(4) of the Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM25 of the Managing 
Development Document (2013).  

   
Overlooking, Outlook and Sense of Enclosure 

 
9.159 Policy DM25 of the Managing Development Document requires new developments to be 

designed to ensure that there is sufficient privacy and that they do not lead to an 
unreasonable level of overlooking between habitable rooms of adjacent residential 
properties and their private amenity spaces. The degree of overlooking depends on the 
distance and the horizontal and vertical angles of view. The policy specifies that in most 
instances, a distance of approximately 18 metres between windows of habitable rooms 
would reduce inter-visibility to a degree acceptable to most people.  

9.160 Issues of overlooking, outlook and sense of enclosure are considered to be subjective.  
Given the narrow width of all the streets around the application sites including the 
application land parcels themselves, it is noted that the acceptable 18m distance would 
not be achievable in this instance. The separation distance between the new buildings 
and neighbouring properties would range from approximately 10m to 29m. Separation 
distance from Tasman House to Site C is approximately 21m; Ross House to Site A 
across Cinnamon Street is approximately 18m; Site A across Clave Street to 10-12 
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Clave Street is between 10m – 11.5m; 12 Clave Street to Site C is about 103m; and Site 
A across Wapping High Street to 142 Wapping High Street is about 28m. With regards to 
the new blocks themselves, on Site A all the buildings would be buffered by the internal 
courtyard. Sites B and C face each other; however, the building on Site B is stepped 
away from Site C and the balconies at Site C are on the upper level. 

 
9.161 Whilst many of these separation distances are below the Council‟s target separation 

distance of 18 metres between facing residential windows, given the across-street 
relationship between the buildings, together with the spatial constraints of the site and 
the setbacks that have been included in the design of the new blocks, it is considered 
that the separation distance between the buildings is acceptable in this instance and 
would afford residents comparative levels of privacy to existing conditions. This is 
pertinent to Clave Street where the separation distance is at its lowest. The second floor 
of the new houses has been set back and a balcony introduced to mitigate the impact of 
direct overlooking and the sense of enclosure. Furthermore, it is noted that Clave Street 
already has a residential block facing on the west facing 2-12 on the east. Similarly, 
residents along Cinnamon Street, 18-34, would not be significantly or unreasonably 
affected by the proposals due to their orientation which is south east and away from Site 
C. 18 Cinnamon Street being the closest of the properties to Site C would notice a 
significant change in outlook due to the height of Site C. However, the outlook and 
openness that all residents have enjoyed so far have been on a borrowed basis, due to 
the low levels of the existing buildings on site. It has already been argued that the height 
and mass of all new buildings are acceptable within the context of the local area. 

 
9.162 Taking into account the above, it is considered that on balance, the proposed 

development would afford existing and future residents within and around the site with 
acceptable levels of privacy and outlook, in accordance with the objectives of Policy 
SP10(4) of the Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM25 of the Managing Development 
Document (2013). 

 
Noise & Vibration 

 
9.163 The NPPF is the principal guidance adopted England for assessing the impact of noise. 

Policy 7.15 of the London Plan (MALP 2016), Policies SP03 and SP10 of the Core 
Strategy (2010) and Policy DM25 of the Managing Development Document (2013) seek 
to ensure that development proposals reduce noise by minimising the existing and 
potential adverse impact and separate noise sensitive development from major noise 
sources. 

 
9.164 The applicant‟s has submitted a Noise and Vibration Assessment report by Aecom dated 

21 December 2015. Dominant noise sources at the site were noted to be road traffic, 
intermittent construction noise and drilling noise from the garage located on Cinnamon 
Street (now moved to another location). Vibration levels were assessed and these were 
considered low enough so that the proposed residential use would be acceptable and no 
mitigation measures would be required. The report concluded that subject to acceptable 
and suitable mitigation measures taken, for example low level plant equipment and 
locating all plant within plant rooms and suitable glazing on all windows, the sites would 
be considered acceptable for their intended use, which is residential.   

 
9.165 It would be advisable to recommend that conditions be included to ensure that the above 

measures are adhered to, in terms of the plant rooms and to require post completion 
noise testing to demonstrate compliance, and to require the use of adequate sound 
insulation for residential units that adjoin commercial premises, together with post 
completion noise testing. 
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9.166 The objections received cited noise and disturbance as a concern by local neighbours in 
particular during construction works. Recent objections brought another noisy issue to 
officers‟ attention. This matter was also brought up by Councillor Denise Jones, in her 
objection letter. It is understood that noisy disturbance occurs every 3 or 4 months by 
London Overground Infrastructure undertaking critical 3 monthly maintenance activities 
in Wapping, on Site A. London Overground confirmed in an email to one resident that 
“The 4 monthly sucking out the drainage interceptors and sumps are required to ensure 
their critical drainage pumps don‟t fail due to blockages and that the water which is 
discharged into the Thames is coal tar free. They have discussed with their contractor to 
ensure a more efficient working practice is in place for future maintenance as the night in 
questions resulted in prolonged clearing time due to a drainage bung not being applied 
in the correct position to allow easy clearance of their main sump”.  

 
9.167 This is clearly concern for the residential development on Site A and the mitigation 

measures to be put in place to preserve future residents‟ amenity. To address this matter 
Officers would secure stringent means of acoustic and triple glazing for all windows 
within Site A via a condition.  

 
9.168 In general, noise level is not considered to be of a significant nature in this area. As a 

result of the loss of the light industrial uses in particular on Site C, noise levels and air 
quality should be significantly improved. The proposed residential dwellings and the 
development as a whole would not be a major or significant source of noise. 
Construction works are of a temporary nature and officers would as a matter of course, 
condition the working hours and noisy activities to be done within an acceptable time 
rather than early morning or late afternoon. Saturday working would be capped till 1pm 
and Sunday and public holidays would be non-construction days.  Subject to conditions, 
it is considered that the proposed development would adequately protect future residents 
from undue noise disturbance, in accordance with Policy SP10 (4) of the Core Strategy 
(2010) and Policy DM25 of the Managing Development Document (2013).  

 
Secured by Design 

 
9.169 Policy 7.3 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to ensure that developments are 

designed so as to reduce the opportunities for criminal behaviour and contribute to a 
sense of security without being overbearing or intimidating. Policy DM23 (3) of the 
Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) requires development to 
improve safety and security without compromising good design and inclusive 
environments by locating entrances in visible, safe and accessible locations, by creating 
opportunities for natural surveillance, by avoiding the creation of concealment points, by 
making clear distinctions between public, semi-public and private spaces and by creating 
clear sightlines and improving legibility. 

 
9.170 The proposal has been developed in accordance with the principles of Secured by 

Design. The scheme would deliver significant benefits in terms of safety and security by 
providing active frontages around and throughout the site. The design, layout and 
landscape strategy of this scheme lend itself well to the aims of Secured by Design. At 
present, the sites are vacant, unused, derelict and in a poor state of repair. They have 
inactive frontages along Wapping High Street and Cinnamon Street as well as Clegg 
Street. This lack of activity limits the opportunities for natural surveillance of the streets, 
which in turn can encourage anti-social behaviour.  

 
9.171 However, the proposed replacement buildings would be in residential use, with 

defensible spaces, doors and windows onto the street at ground level and balconies and 
windows above. This will result in enhanced natural and passive surveillance of these 
streets, which will discourage anti-social behaviour and make the streets feel safer. The 
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communal amenity space and child play space within the development, which are 
located on Sites A and B would be secured with gated access.  

 
9.172 The proposals have been assessed by the Metropolitan Police Designing out Crime 

Officer, who raised minor objections as detailed above. It is recommended that a 
condition be included to ensure all Secured by Design measures as well as external 
lighting are designed in line with Secured by Design Statement, which shall detail the 
measures that are to be incorporated into the development to ensure that it achieves 
Secure by Design accreditation.  

 
9.173 Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposals would reduce the opportunities 

for criminal behaviour and improve safety and security within and around the site without 
compromising good design. The proposals therefore accord with Policy 7.3 of the 
London Plan (MALP 2016) and Policy DM23 (3) of the Council‟s adopted Managing 
Development Document (2013). 

  
Inclusive Design 

  
9.174 Policy 7.2 of the London Plan Policy SP10 of the CS and Policy DM23 of the MDD seek 

to ensure that developments are accessible, usable and permeable for all users and that 
a development can be used easily by as many people as possible without undue effort, 
separation or special treatment. A growing awareness of the importance of creating 
environments that are accessible for all people has led the Council to emphasise the 
importance of „inclusive design‟.  The development has been designed with the principles 
of inclusive design in mind.   

 
9.175 Because the area is within a flood plain, the applicant has had to take measures to 

ensure that the design of the proposal is resilient and the proposal would not increase the 
risk or impact of flooding at the site. Therefore, ground floor levels to most of the units at 
lower level would be raised. The entrances into Site A are both levelled but there is a 
stepped and ramped access to enter the courtyard. Houses accessed through the 
courtyard would have a level threshold into the properties. The triplex along Clave Street 
would also have level access from street level but all habitable rooms are located above 
and are accessed via a staircase. 

 
9.176 On Site B, access from Cinnamon Street would be level but the accommodation at 

ground floor would be raised above entrance level. Therefore, the lobby would 
incorporate platform lift access and stairs as well. Sites A and B would also have two lifts 
serving the flats.  The scheme would provide double level thresholds to all the ground 
floor uses and entrances and dual lift access will be provided to all the fully wheelchair 
accessible residential units. Site C would have level access from street but would 
incorporate some steps in the internal lobby together with a concealed platform lift. 

 
9.177 Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposed development would provide an   

appropriate environment for wheelchair users and accords with current accessibility 
standards, in accordance with Policy SP02 (6) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy 
(2010).  

 
Archaeology 

 
9.178 The National Planning Policy Framework (Section 12) and the London Plan (Policy 7.8) 

emphasise that the conservation of archaeological interest is a material consideration in 
the planning process. Paragraph 128 of the NPPF says that applicants should be 
required to submit appropriate desk-based assessments, and where appropriate 
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undertake field evaluation, to describe the significance of heritage assets and how they 
would be affected by the proposed development. 

 
9.179 Greater London Archaeology Advisory Service has advised that the submitted 

documentation of the application indicates the need for field evaluation to determine 
appropriate mitigation. However, although the NPPF envisages evaluation being 
undertaken prior to determination, in this case consideration of the nature of the 
development, the archaeological interest and/or practical constraints are such that it is 
considered that a condition could provide an acceptable mitigation and safeguard. A 
condition is therefore recommended to require a two stage process of archaeological 
investigation comprising: first, evaluation to clarify the nature and extent of surviving 
remains, followed, if necessary, by a full investigation. 

 
9.180 To conclude, it is considered that subject to these appropriately worded conditions, the 

impact of the development on archaeology would be acceptable. 
 
 

Highways and Transportation  
 
Car Parking 

 
9.181 Policy SP09 (4) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM22 (2) of 

the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) require developments 
located in areas of good public transport accessibility to be secured as „car free‟. Policy 
6.13 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) also promotes „car free‟ development in areas 
with good access to public transport, whilst still providing for disabled people. This policy 
also seeks to ensure that 20% of parking spaces (both active and passive) provide an 
electrical charging point to encourage the uptake of electric vehicles. 

 
9.182 The Council‟s Parking Standards, as set out in Appendix 2(1) of the Managing 

Development Document (2013), require developments with off-street parking to include 2 
spaces or 10% of all spaces to be provided as accessible parking as a minimum. 

 
9.183 It is recognised by the Highways Authority that Cinnamon Street has night time parking 

occupancy of 100% and Clegg Street has parking occupancy of 100% and 143% during 
weekdays and night time respectively. This exceeds the 80% level, which is considered 
to be „stressed‟. However, it is also recognised that the layout of the site, is such that it is 
not possible to provide accessible parking on site for registered blue badge holders. The 
transport statement states that blue badge users would be able to utilise the existing 
resident parking bays on street. Whilst this may the case, officers opine that this would 
also add to the existing parking stress in the area, affecting existing residents‟ ability to 
park in those bays. 

 
9.184 It is therefore recommended that the applicant should enter into a S106 agreement to 

fund up to three disabled bays on street if required by residents of the development 
within a three year period from the date of first occupation.  This would be secured by a 
legal agreement in line with advice from the parking section. Following a site visit with 
the Highways officers and the applicant, it was agreed that two general use disabled 
bays would be installed on Cinnamon Street, on existing double yellow line. A further 
single general use disabled bay would be installed on Clegg Street near 16 Hilliards 
Court on existing single yellow line. The single yellow lines along Clegg Street would 
require upgrading to double yellow lines. These new bays would be subject to changes 
in the kerb line and would involve the relocation of a lamp column in Clegg Street to 
allow for free movement of large vehicles. A total of £10,000 would be secured in the 
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S106 towards these highways works. The map below shows the location of these 
disabled bays and the kerb line in question that would be changed. 

 

      
Figure 19: Map showing local parking provision 

 
 
9.185 The site benefits from an acceptable access to public transport, with a PTAL of 3; in 

accordance with both adopted policies and the recommendations of LBTH 
Transportation & Highways, the associated S106 agreement would include a clause to 
secure the residential units as „car and permit free‟ (with the exception of disabled 
parking and on-street parking for residents using the Permit Transfer Scheme).  

 
9.186 It is noted that a majority of the objections has been received on the grounds that there 

is already parking stress in the area and that this proposal would exacerbate this 
problem. However, as set out above, the proposed provision of 3 disabled car parking 
spaces and the omission of on-site resident and visitor parking is considered to be 
acceptable and in accordance with the requirements of Policy SP09 (4) of the Core 
Strategy (2010), Policy DM22 (2) of the Managing Development Document (2013) and 
Policy 6.13 of the London Plan (MALP 2016).  

 
Cycle Parking 

 
9.187 Policy DM22 (4) of the Managing Development Document (2013) and Policy 6.9 of the 

London Plan (MALP 2016) require developments to include adequate provision of safe, 
secure and accessible cycle parking facilities. The cycle parking standards are also set 
out at Table 6.3 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) which require the following minimum 
provision of cycle parking, 1 space per 90sqm (commercial) and 1 space per studio / 1 
bed unit; 2 spaces per all other dwellings.  

 
9.188 The proposed number of cycle spaces provided for the entire development would 

exceed the minimum policy requirement. The applicant would provide a mixture of Falco 
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single tier and Falco 2 tier cycle stands throughout the development. The highways 
officer was concerned about this type of stand which does not comply with the Council‟s 
policy requirement. The applicant subsequently submitted further information and 
illustration to show that the stands to be used in the development would allow the user to 
lock both wheel and the frame, therefore ensuring the safety and security of the parked 
bikes. This is considered to be acceptable and would be subject to the inclusion of 
conditions to secure full details of the layout of the cycle stores and to require the cycle 
spaces to be retained and maintained for the life of the development. 

 
9.189 Subject to condition, it is considered that the proposals include  adequate provision of 

safe, secure and usable cycle parking facilities, in accordance with Policy DM22 (4) of 
the Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) and Policy 6.9 of the 
London Plan (2015).  

 
Waste & Recyclables Storage 

 
9.190 Policy SP05 of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM14 of the 

Managing Development Document (2013) require planning applications to be considered 
in light of the adequacy and ease of access to the development for waste collection and 
the adequacy of storage space for waste given the frequency of waste collections. 

 
9.191 The proposals include the provision of designated refuse stores, located within each 

block and within short walking distance of the residential units and of the residential lift 
cores. In the case of Site C, the four houses would share a refuse store to the side along 
Hilliards Court. The refuse stores are well located for collections, being directly accessed 
from the public highway on Cinnamon Street and Wapping High Street as well as Clegg 
Street.    

 
9.192 The proposed waste and recyclables storage arrangements have been assessed by 

LBTH Waste Policy & Development and Transport for London and are considered to be 
appropriate, subject to the inclusion of a condition to secure plans showing full details of 
the waste storage facilities, together with a waste access plan. On this basis, the 
proposed waste and recyclables storage facilities are considered to be acceptable, in 
accordance with Policy SP05 of the Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM14 of the 
Managing Development Document (2013).  

 
Servicing  

 
9.193 Servicing for the proposal has been deemed inadequate by the Highways team. 

However, following a site visit, the highway officers are now satisfied that concerns 
raised would be resolved in the following ways. A condition would be attached to the 
planning application requiring the applicant to agree a S278 agreement to adjust the 
footway at Clegg St, remove all existing crossovers, improve footpath outside the 
development (to be widened to 1.5m), and any other highways improvement work that 
may be required to enable this development.   
 

9.194 LBTH Transportation & Highways further recommend that a condition be included to 
secure a Delivery and Servicing Management Plan.  

 
9.195 Taking into account the above and subject to condition, it is considered that the 

proposed servicing arrangements would not result in any significant adverse impacts on 
the safety or capacity of the road network. The proposals therefore accord with Policy 
SP09 (3) of the Core Strategy (2010) and Policy DM20 (2) of the Managing Development 
Document (2013).  
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 Air Quality 
 
9.196 Policy 7.14 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to ensure that design solutions are 

incorporated into new development to minimise exposure to poor air quality and 
promotes sustainable design and construction to reduce emissions from the demolition 
and construction of buildings.  

 
9.197 Policy SP03(2) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy (2010) seeks to manage and 

improve air quality along transport corridors and traffic congestion points and seeks to 
implement a „Clear Zone‟ in the borough to improve air quality. Policy DM9 of the 
Council‟s adopted Managing Development Document (2013) requires applications for 
major development to be accompanied by an Air Quality Assessment to demonstrate 
how it will prevent or reduce associated air pollution during construction or demolition.  

 
9.198 The applicant has provided an Air Quality Assessment Report (AQA), prepared by 

Aecom, dated December 2015, which provides an assessment of the potential effect on 
local air resulting from the demolition, construction and operational phases of the 
development.  

 
9.199 The Council‟s Air Quality Officer has reviewed the AQA and has found it to be 

acceptable. The assessment concludes that the site is suitable for the proposed uses 
and that the impacts of the development are negligible and therefore not significant.  It is 
recommended that the air quality section of the Construction Environmental 
Management Plan should include a statement of compliance with the new GLA Non 
Road Mobile Machinery (NRMM) Low Emission Zone emissions requirements as set out 
in the GLA „Control of Dust and Emissions during Construction SPG‟. The Site manager 
will also need to maintain a list of all on-site NRMM using the GLA‟s database.  

 
9.200 To conclude,  it is considered that, subject to conditions,  the proposed development is 

acceptable in air quality terms, in accordance with the objectives of Policy 7.13 of the 
London Plan (MALP 2016) and Policy SP03(2) of the Council‟s adopted Core Strategy 
(2010).  

  
Contaminated Land 

 
9.201 In accordance with the requirements of the NPPF and policy DM30 of the MDD, the 

application has been accompanied by a land contamination assessment which assesses 
the likely contamination of the site. The Council‟s Environmental Health Officer has 
reviewed the submitted assessment, and advises that subject to conditions to ensure 
that further site based assessments and appropriate mitigation measures are taken 
should contamination be found are there are no objections to the scheme on grounds of 
contaminated land issues, subject to the appliance of an appropriately worded planning 
condition 

 
9.202 The Council‟s Environmental Health Team have advised that the Council‟s standard full 

contaminated land condition requires a developer to risk assess their site, and that the 
desk study requested as part of this condition is also called a Preliminary Risk 
Assessment (PRA).  This is a search of existing records to see what the likely risk is. If 
there is a risk of contamination on the site, or nearby from mobile contamination, then an 
intrusive investigation is required so that soil samples can be tested for the likely 
contaminants.  When these results come through, the PRA is revised in light of actual 
data.  If there is still a problem, then remediation proposals are required, to be agreed 
with the Contaminated Land Officers.   Following remediation, a Verification Report is 
required to be submitted (as secured by an approprioately worded condition) to show 
that the agreed work has been carried out and that there is no longer a risk from 
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contaminated land on the site.  Typically, this will include waste transfer notes, soil test 
data and photographs. Accordingly, the protocol in place to ensure public health and 
safety during development works is suitably robust, and there is no need for the Council 
to carry out independent Risk Assessments. 

 
Energy & Sustainability 

 
9.203 At a national level, the National Planning Policy Framework sets out that planning plays 

a key role in delivering reductions to greenhouse gas emissions, minimising vulnerability 
and providing resilience to climate change. The climate change policies as set out in 
Chapter 5 of the London Plan, policy SP11 of the Core Strategy and the Managing 
Development Document policy DM29 collectively require developments to make the 
fullest contribution to the mitigation and adaptation to climate change and to minimise 
carbon dioxide emissions. 

 
9.204 The submitted proposals have followed the energy hierarchy of be lean, be clean & be 

green and have sought to focus on using less energy and the integration of renewable 
energy technologies. The Council would seek to lean towards a centralised heating 
system (the applicant‟s Option A) and this should be delivered for the whole proposal. 
The applicant has confirmed that this would be supported. The delivery of Energy 
Strategy Option A would ensure the scheme can easily connect to a district energy 
system in the future and is compliant with London Plan Policy 5.6B and delivers a 
communal heating system. A 41.4kWp photovoltaic array is also proposed for this 
proposal. 

 
9.205 The CO2 emission reductions are anticipated to be circa 35% against the Building 

Regulations 2013 baseline. This is significantly below the adopted policy DM29 
requirements for a 45% reduction. In accordance with policy requirements, the applicant 
has also agreed to the full financial contribution of £12,600 to the Council‟s carbon off-
setting programme to achieve a total reduction of 45%.   

 
9.206 To conclude, the overall approach to reducing carbon dioxide is supported by the Energy 

Officer and this is in accordance with relevant policies. However, it is recommended that 
appropriate conditions are secured for the delivery of Option A – centralised heating 
system, submission of PV specification and delivery of a 41.4kWp PV array and financial 
contribution towards carbon offsetting secured within the s106 agreement. 

 
Flood Risk and Water Resources 

 
9.207 The site is located in Flood Zone 3 and therefore, the proposed development would result 

in a „more vulnerable‟ use. However, the Environment Agency states that the residential 
use could be appropriate within a Flood Zone 3 provided the site passes the Flood Risk 
Sequential Test. The Local Planning Authority has carried out a Flood Risk Sequential 
Test and has found that there are no other reasonably available sites in a lower flood risk 
zone or at a lower risk of flooding than the application site. It is also noted that the area is 
already built up with both residential and commercial uses. Furthermore, despite being in 
Flood Zone 3, the site is protected by the Thames Tidal flood defences from a 1 in 1000 
(0.1%) chance in any year flood event, but is at risk of flooding if there was to be a 
breach or they were to be overtopped.  

 
9.208 The Environment Agency has recommended raising finished floor levels (FFLs) above 

the 2100 tidal breach flood level (5.75m AOD on site). The submitted FRA states that 
FFLs will be set to 4.980m AOD at Site A and 4.392m AOD at Sites B & C. This doesn‟t 
quite meet the recommended height. However, the FRA also states that safe havens will 
be provided at residential floor levels for each site and the applicant has committed to 
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providing the 2100 tidal level. This would be secured by conditions. It is therefore 
considered that the site has the potential to meet the borough‟s growing housing need 
and that the proposed development would incorporate adequate flood resilient design 
and would not increase the risk or impact of flooding at the site. Therefore, subject to a 
planning condition to ensure that the necessary mitigation measures proposed are in 
place, the scheme would be in accordance with Policy SP04 (5) of the Council‟s adopted 
Core Strategy (2010), policy DM13 of the MDD, Policy 5.12 of the London Plan (MALP 
2016) and government guidance set out in Section 10 of the National Planning Policy 
Framework (2012).   

 
Biodiversity 

  
9.209  Policy 7.19 of the London Plan (MALP 2016), policy SP04 CS and policy DM11 of the 

MDD seek to protect and enhance biodiversity value through the design of open space 
and buildings and by ensuring that development protects and enhances areas of 
biodiversity value in order to achieve a net gain in biodiversity. Policy DM11 of the MDD 
also requires elements of living buildings. The application site is not located within a Site 
of Importance for Nature Conservation (SINC). The application was supported by a 
Preliminary Ecological Appraisal Report (PEA) by Aecom (November 2015) and this 
report was assessed by the Council‟s Biodiversity officer.  

 
9.210  The LBTH Biodiversity officer has concluded that on the whole, the application site has 

no significant habitats; however, Site A has the potential to support bats and Black 
Redstarts, which are protected species. Also, two features with low potential to support 
low-value non-maternity roosts for single or small numbers of bats were found on site A. 
It was noted that there are missing bricks near the western corner of 125-129 Wapping 
High Street and loose flashing on Baltic Court. Whilst it is accepted that the latter 
building is not part of the development site, any proposed new buildings immediately 
adjacent would still impact on this potential roost. It is noted that many residents have 
mentioned the presence of bats in the area. Whilst this may be so, officers would ensure 
that the recommendations of the PEA report are adhered to and correct procedures are 
used to remove these features so that bats do not remain in these places or get trapped. 

 
9.211 The Local Planning Authority would therefore strongly request that these features are 

made unsuitable for roosting bats (either by demolition or by preventing bats access) 
during November to February inclusive. During these months, there is no chance that 
bats would be using these features. Should this work not take place between the 
specified months, then an ecologist would be required to undertake a check to confirm 
the absence of roosting bats. This would be secured by specifically worded conditions 
and would need to be discharged prior to the commencement of works on this particular 
part of the site. 

 
9.212 Furthermore, the Biodiversity Officer has recommended that a number of other 

conditions be imposed to secure the maximum ecological value from the development 
proposals. These conditions would require the submission of a further bat survey, details 
of biodiverse roofs, substrate depth and type, planting and additional habitats, 
landscaping and details of bat and bird nesting boxes, including numbers and locations 
of these boxes.  

 
9.213 Having regard to the concerns of residents and the imposition of robust conditions in line 

with the PEA and advice of the Council‟s Biodiversity officer, to secure the necessary 
mitigation and enhancements, it is considered that the proposal would have an 
acceptable impact on biodiversity and would be in accordance with relevant policies as 
detailed above. 
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Planning Obligations 
 
9.214 Core Strategy Policy SP13 seeks planning obligations to offset the impacts of the 

development on local services and infrastructure in light of the Council‟s Infrastructure 
Delivery Plan (IDP). The Council‟s draft Planning Obligations SPD (2015) sets out in 
more detail how these impacts can be assessed and what the appropriate mitigation 
could be. The Council adopted a Borough-level Community Infrastructure Levy on April 
1st 2015. Consequently, planning obligations are much more limited than they were prior 
to this date, with the CIL levy used to fund new education, healthcare and community 
facilities to meet the additional demand on infrastructure created by new residents. 

  
9.215 The NPPF requires that planning obligations must be:  
 

- Necessary to make the development acceptable in planning terms; 
- Directly related to the development; and,  
- Fairly and reasonably related in scale and kind to the development. 

  
9.216 Regulation 122 of the CIL Regulations 2010 brings the above policy tests into law, 

requiring that planning obligations can only constitute a reason for granting planning 
permission where they meet such tests. Furthermore, Regulation 123 stipulates that a 
planning obligation must not constitute a reason for the grant of planning permission if it 
provides for the funding or provision of any type of infrastructure which appears on the 
local planning authority‟s Regulation 123 infrastructure list. 

 
9.217 The applicant has agreed to meet the following planning obligations.  The financial 

obligations secured include: 
 

Financial contributions: 
 

a) £19,464 construction phase employment training 
 
b) £832 end-user phase employment training 
 
c) £12,600 carbon off-setting 

d) £10,000 towards the cost of three disabled on street car parking spaces 
 
e) Monitoring fee of £3,500 (equivalent to £500 per each substantial Head of Terms)  

 
 Total financial contribution: £46, 396 including monitoring contribution. 
 
9.218 Non-financial contributions: 
 

f) On-site affordable rented housing consisting of 2 x one bedroom, 4 x two bedroom 
and 5 x three bedroom units at Borough Framework Levels inclusive of service 
charges (including 2 two bed wheelchair units) 

  
g) 1 x one bedroom and 2 x three bedroom intermediate units 

 
h) Annual income for social and intermediate housing to be capped 

 
i) Access to employment 

 - 20% local procurement 
 - 20% local labour in construction 
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j) 6 apprenticeships delivered during the construction phase 
 

k) Car and Permit Free  
 
 

l) Compliance with the Code of Construction Practice 
 
9.219 All of the above obligations are considered to be in compliance with aforementioned 

policies, the NPPF and the Regulations 122 and 123 tests.  
 
9.220 With regard to affordable housing provision, the applicant has submitted a Financial 

Viability Assessment which has been independently reviewed by consultants appointed 
by the Council. Officers are satisfied that the proposal would deliver the maximum 
amount of affordable housing that could be supported by the viability of the scheme 
without threatening the deliverability of the development.  

 
 Financial Considerations 
 
9.221 Section 70(2) of the Town and Country Planning Act 1990 (as amended) requires that 

the authority shall have regard to: 
 

- The provisions of the development plan, so far as material to the application; 
- Any local finance considerations, so far as material to the application; and, 
- Any other material consideration. 

 
9.222 Section 70(4) defines “local finance consideration” as: 
 

- A grant or other financial assistance that has been, or will or could be, provided to a 
relevant authority by a Minister of the Crown; or 

- Sums that a relevant authority has received, or will or could receive, in payment of 
Community Infrastructure Levy. 

 
9.223 In this case, the proposed development would be liable for Tower Hamlets and the 

London Mayor‟s Community Infrastructure Levy.  
 
9.224 Mayor of London CIL liability is estimated to be £114,450 (following estimated social 

housing relief (£55,860). 
 
9.225 Tower Hamlets CIL liability is estimated to be £650,240 (following estimated social 

housing relief (£319,200)   
 
9.226 Using the DCLG‟s New Homes Bonus Calculator, this development is likely to generate 

approximately £63,482 of New Homes Bonus in the first year and a total payment of 
£380,890 over 6 years. 

 
 Health Considerations 

 
9.227 Policy 3.2 of the London Plan (MALP 2016) seeks to improve health and address health 

inequalities having regard to the health impacts of development proposals while the 
Council‟s policy SP03 of the Core Strategy seeks to deliver healthy and liveable 
neighbourhoods that promote active and healthy lifestyles, and enhance people‟s wider 
health and well-being.  

 
9.228 The proposal raises no unique health implications, and would not prejudice the 

opportunity of, residents, neighbours or members of the public to benefit from 
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appropriate living conditions and lead healthy and active lifestyles. The play space and 
communal amenity space proposed would adequately meet the policy requirements. The 
gym and swimming pool available to the private and intermediate tenures would serve to 
promote active and healthy lifestyles. The standard of the proposed residential 
accommodation would be high, commensurate with the high density of the scheme. 

 
   Human Rights Considerations 
  
9.229 In determining this application the Council is required to have regard to the provisions of 

the Human Rights Act 1998. In the determination of a planning application the following 
are particularly highlighted to Members:- 

  
9.230 Section 6 of the Human Rights Act 1998 prohibits authorities (including the Council as 

local planning authority) from acting in a way which is incompatible with the European 
Convention on Human Rights. "Convention" here means the European Convention on 
Human Rights, certain parts of which were incorporated into English law under the 
Human Rights Act 1998. Various Convention rights are likely to be relevant, including:- 

 
• Entitlement to a fair and public hearing within a reasonable time by an independent 

and impartial tribunal established by law in the determination of a person's civil and 
political rights (Convention Article 6). This includes property rights and can include 
opportunities to be heard in the consultation process; 

 
• Rights to respect for private and family life and home. Such rights may be restricted if 

the infringement is legitimate and fair and proportionate in the public interest 
(Convention Article 8); and, 

 
• Peaceful enjoyment of possessions (including property). This does not impair the 

right to enforce such laws as the State deems necessary to control the use of 
property in accordance with the general interest (First Protocol, Article 1). The 
European Court has recognised that "regard must be had to the fair balance that has 
to be struck between the competing interests of the individual and of the community 
as a whole". 

  
9.231 This report has outlined the consultation that has been undertaken on the planning 

application and the opportunities for people to make representations to the Council as 
local planning authority. 

  
9.232 Were Members not to follow Officer‟s recommendation, they would need to satisfy 

themselves that any potential interference with Article 8 rights will be legitimate and 
justified. 

  
9.233 Both public and private interests are to be taken into account in the exercise of the 

Council's planning authority's powers and duties. Any interference with a Convention 
right must be necessary and proportionate. 

  
9.234 Members must, therefore, carefully consider the balance to be struck between individual 

rights and the wider public interest. 
  
9.235 As set out above, it is necessary, having regard to the Human Rights Act 1998, to take 

into account any interference with private property rights protected by the European 
Convention on Human Rights and ensure that the interference is proportionate and in the 
public interest. 
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9.236 In this context, the balance to be struck between individual rights and the wider public 
interest has been carefully considered.  

  
 Equalities Act Considerations 
  
9.237 The Equality Act 2010 provides protection from discrimination in respect of certain 

protected characteristics, namely: age, disability, gender reassignment, pregnancy and 
maternity, race, religion or beliefs and sex and sexual orientation. It places the Council 
under a legal duty to have due regard to the advancement of equality in the exercise of 
its powers including planning powers. Officers have taken this into account in the 
assessment of the application and the Committee must be mindful of this duty, inter alia, 
when determining all planning applications. In particular the Committee must pay due 
regard to the need to:  
 
- eliminate discrimination, harassment, victimisation and any other conduct that is 

prohibited by or under the Act;  
 
- advance equality of opportunity between persons who share a relevant protected 

characteristic and persons who do not share it; and, 
  
- foster good relations between persons who share a relevant protected 

characteristic and persons who do not share it. 
 
9.238 The residential units and commercial floor space within the development meet the 

standards set in the relevant regulations on accessibility. Of the residential units 
proposed within the development, 10% would be wheelchair accessible. The design 
standards across the three sites offer significant improvements in accessibility and would 
benefit future residents or visitors with disabilities or mobility difficulties, and other groups 
such as parents with children.  

 
9.239 Furthermore, the proposed contributions towards the Tower Hamlets CIL, large 

affordable housing, commitments to use local labour and services during construction, 
apprenticeships and employment training schemes, provision of a 37% quantum of high 
quality affordable housing and improvements to permeability would help mitigate the 
impact of real or perceived inequalities and would serve to support community wellbeing 
and promote social cohesion. 

 
9.240 The proposed development and uses as a consequence are considered to have no 

adverse impacts upon equality and social cohesion 
 
 
10.0 CONCLUSION  
 
10.1 All other relevant policies and considerations have been taken into account. Planning 

Permission should be approved for the reasons set out in the RECOMMENDATIONS 
section at the beginning of this report. 
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 SITE MAP  
 
11.1 Please refer to the next page of this report. 
 

 


